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Dalit Adivasi Women March Ahead in Turbulence

Dalit Sthree Sakthi, has completed 14 years of it's relentless journey with Dalit 
th

Adivasi Women and Girl Children and is entering into 15  year. This is time for 

celebration and also taking a conspectus of achievements and pitfalls.

2019 being the Elections year new governments took over at the center and in 

Andhra Pradesh after April 2019 elections.  But for a difference of few months 

in elections, in Telangana also new government  was formed  in 2019. In A.P. 

and Telangana the governments are in the process of settling down.  Serious 

functioning of the governments is yet to start and only after two three years one 

can assess how the  governments in two Telugu States are going to provide succor to the people in 

general and dalits in particular.  

While that is so in the States, one can see that the central government started working in full swing on 

the serious job of implementing its policies, like abolition of special status of Kashmir and the 

controversial Citizenship Amendment Act  and going ahead with NRC and NPR.  These decisions 

generated lot of controversy  and struggles across the country and have spread  on to  the university 

campuses as well.The struggles against CAA, NRC and NPR have grown beyond all expectations and 

nobody knows what is in store in the coming days.  The nation is at cross-roads, caught in the struggle 

between the forces of secularism and Hindutva.  The dalits are under a fear that most of them shall not 

be able to register in the NRC since they will be not able to furnish the requisite data such as DoB, etc., 

of their parents. These struggles brought fresh claims of ownership of the nation to the fore.

However, despite such big battles and claims by opposing forces, there appears to be an intellectual 

void in the debates. Political parties are indulging in only superficial and trivial criticisms of each 

other without any serious debateon the larger and deeper issues.Eroding economy, unemployment, 

poverty, situation of dalits and other poorer sections is not being discussed by the opposing forces.  No 

one is talking about the low GDP or falling growthrate of economy or rising inflation. The growing 

economic inequality and wide gap between the rich and poor is alarming.  Oxfam latest report on 

growing inequalities in India states:“ The top 10% of the Indian population holds 77% of the total 

national wealth. 73% of the wealth generated in 2017 went to the richest 1%, while 67 million Indians 

who comprise the poorest half of the population saw only a 1% increase in their wealth.”.  The report 

further adds that billionaires are increasing: “There are 119 billionaires in India. Their number has 

increased from only 9 in 2000 to 101 in 2017. Between 2018 and 2022, India is estimated to produce 70 

new millionaires every day.”

These widening gaps and rising inequalities affect women and children the most, while dalit women 

and girl children will be the worst affected.

Thus, the overall picture that emerges is that the nation isgoing through a radically new situation, 

economically and politically.  No one knows the ultimate outcome and no public debate is taking place 

 In the two Telugu states the dalits are still denied ownership of natural and government resources.  

Dalit development is not on the agenda of the governments.  Despite the enactment of SCSP/TSP Act 

much progress has not happened.  In this context, DSS took the opportunity to meet the dalit 
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ministers, MLAs and officers of the newly elected A.P. government and requested them to do their best 

to the dalits and dalit women.  

Despite stringent laws, last year witnessed  growing sexual offences against women.  After New 

Delhi's sensational rape and murder,  similar incident took place in Hyderabad in November 2019, 

named as 'Disha' rape and murder.    A veterinary lady doctor of 26 years was raped and murdered by 

four persons who happened to be lorry drivers/ cleaners at the outer ring road of Hyderabad.   The 

woman hailed from Reddy caste.  There was lot of media coverage, mobilization of public opinion by 

media and political parties in such a way that the government felt pressurized to kill all the accused in 

an encounter.  This crime and the instant encounter justice brought to fore the debate on how the 

police, media and political parties differentiate crimes against dominant caste women and dalit 

women.  Media never gave such a wide coverage to much more  brutal rape and murder of dalit or 

backward caste womenthat took place just earlier to Disha incident.  The political parties and leaders 

also never reacted in similar vein as they responded to Disha incident.   The extra-judicial action of 

police in killing all the four accused within days was condemned by DSS and other democratic minded 

organizations and individuals.   

DSS pointed out the bias of the media, political parties and government in their response towards 

dominant caste victims and dalit victims. The Supreme Court also reacted seriously to the extra-

judicial action of the police and ordered for enquiry by the High Court.  DSS has always been 

advocating that the root cause of sexual violence has to be studied and steps to eradicate it should be 

initiated.  But no one appears to be focusing attention on the social, cultural and other root causes of 

increasing sexual violence.  Mostly there is only hue and cry for instant justice, retribution and other 

superficial remedies. DSS appeals to intellectuals, social scientists and criminologists to concentrate 

and study deeply into the root causes of sexual violence and suggest ways to eradicate it.

Last year was marked with the sad events of demise of three eminent personalities, namely, Justice 

Punnaiah, Justice Ramaswamy and Sri. P.S. Krishnan.  All the three of them are well known for their 

commitment to dalit human rights and upliftment.  DSS pays homage to these towering personalities.

As in the yesteryears, 2019 also DSS carried on its regular activities of addressing human rights of 

dalit women, conducted RTC and gender campaigns, monitoring schools and hostels and other 

economic activities for dalit women.   Government officials, intellectuals, media and everyone 

supported DSS in various ways. DSS takes this opportunity to thank each and every one for their 

support to the dalit women and assures that we carry on our mission with the same commitment and 

sincerity that have been the hall mark of DSS for the past 14 years.

Jhansi Geddam
National Convener
Dalit Sthree Sakthi
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Dalit Women Marching Ahead Towards Equality
Annual General Body Meetings of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana

Equality is the foundation of democracy.  The soul of Indian constitution is equality.  Everywhere in the 
world, old feudal, autocratic regimes were replaced with democratic form of governments and the 
foundation of such new form of governments was equality of all human beings.  In England, Dicey 

th
developed the concept of equality and in US 14  amendment guarantees equality and due process of 
law.  In our country also the constitution provided equality in Article 14 and various other articles.  In 
the particular context of India, general provision of equality will not be sufficient.  Hence, the 
constitutional makers have taken care to provide various aspects of equality like, abolition of 
untouchability, abolition of begar, equality of opportunity in employment, equality in admission to 
public places, educational institutions, provision for reservations etc.  Despite the elaborate 
provisions of equality in the Constitution, in actual practice, Dalits are still treated as lower category in 
the caste hierarchy.  This discrimination is more pronounced in the rural side.  Dalit women 
collectives, leaders and through them the entire dalit women have to fight against all forms of 
discrimination.  Hence it is necessary that these women collectives and leaders have to be trained and 
inspired continuously on the concepts of equality and constitutional rights.   Not only the dalit women 
and men but the entire society at large have to be educated to come out of the old feudal mind set up.  It 
is a fact that the Indian society is not really modernized and democratized.  Our country is republican 
only for the name sake.  The entire society, including the highly educated people, the administration, 
legislators and the judiciary do not really believe in the constitutional values of equality of all human 
beings.  Almost everyone believes in caste hierarchy, caste purity etc.  Unfortunately, this backward 
thinking is getting harder and entrenched.  Hence it is necessary to educate everyone about the 
concept of equality and constitutional values.  With this view the theme of equality is focussed for the 
general body meeting of the two states this year.

thAndhra Pradesh Annual State Conference was held on 12  February 2019 at Swarna Palace, 
Vijayawada, while the Telangana State Convention was held at SSS Conference Hall, Hyderabad on 

th
20 February 2019.

Every year, Annual General Body meet is conducted to boost the self-esteem of the members and 
leaders of women collectives of the villages.  They will be travelling to the venue from their villages 
and the very fact of going to a distant place to attend a meeting gives lot of exposure to them.  At the, 
venue the dalit women will have the opportunity of interacting with each other.  Annual conferences 
are always held on a theme and the gathering is educated on the theme with high level dignitaries as 
speakers.

th thAndhra Pradesh: Dalit Sthree Sakthi's 13  State Annual Conference was held on 12  February 2019 
at Swarna Palace Conference Hall, Vijayawada, on the theme “Dalit Women Marching Ahead towards 
Equality”.

Eminent personalities attended the conference and inspired the dalit women gathering.  The chief 
guest of this conference is Sri B Raj Sekhar, IAS, Principal Secretary to Govt of AP, Agriculture and Civil 
Supplies. Other dignitaries were Sri Kaki Sunitha, IAS, Chairperson & MD of Tobacco Board, Sri Usha 
Kumari, IAS, Addl., Commissioner and Sri Yesuratnam, MD of Christian Minorities Corporation, AP, 
Prof. A Subrahmanyam and Prof. L Jayashree, Law Professors (Rtd) Acharya Nagarjuna University, AP, 
Sri A V Kiran, General Secretary, All India SC, ST Electricity Employees Welfare Association, Dr N 
Siddoji Rao, Convenor, SC, ST IAS/IPS Officers Forum. Jhansi Geddam, National Convener, Dalit Sthree 
Sakthi presided over the meeting. 
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All the dignitaries first garlanded the photos of Dr BR 
Ambedkar and Savitribai Phule and then occupied their 
respective seats on the dais. Daniel Vijay Prakash, National 
Program Manager of DSS introduced about the theme 
“Dalit Women Marching Ahead Towards Equality of 
annual conference and explained the need.  Jhansi 
Geddam, National Convener of DSS in her inaugural speech 
highlighted the tasks taken up and achievements during 

ththe year 2018. The 13  Annual report in Telugu was 
released by Sri B Raja Sekhar, IAS. 

Gist of the Speeches made by the Dignitaries:

st
l Even in 21  century there is not much change from the old feudal ideas.

l It is strange to see animals are given more importance than human beings.

th
l India is the 4  largest economy in the world and a fastest growing economy.  But what is the 

role and participation of Dalits in this economy?

l We need many organizations like DSS to do research and to inspire dalit women.

l The annual budget of A.P. is Rs.2 lakh crores, but what is the share of Dalits in this budget.  Is it a 
small piece in the cake?

l Dalits should be aware of the growth process and demand for inclusive growth.

l Dr B.R. Ambedkar is champion of women's rights.

l Article 14 guarantees equality but cl. (3) of Article 15 provides special protection for women.

l Democracy is not just having elections every five years.  It is a narrow understanding of 
democracy.

l Democracy means governance in accordance with rule of law and 
protection of rights of all.  

l Present governments are serving the interests of corporates only 
to the disadvantage of rest of the population.

l Dalit women should take up businesses and develop 
economically.

l Dalit women should form an economic forum and progress 
economically.  They should concentrate on developing skills.

l All dalit women should invariably be educated.  We should realize 
that education is our strength and our investment.

l There are hypocrites around.  Those who indulge in violence at 
home also pretend and speak for women rights.  We should be 
aware of such persons.

l Dalit women should stand up against money power and authority to achieve equality.

”
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Telangana State:

th th
The 13  State conference of Dalit Sthree Sakthi for the state of Telangana was held on 20  February 
2019 on the same theme “Dalit Women Marching Ahead Towards Equality at SSS Kalyana Mandapam, 
Hyderabad. The dignitaries on the dais were Sri Kaki Madhava Rao, IAS, Former Chief Secretary, Sri 
Murali IAS, Sri B Vijaya Bharathi, Former Telugu Academy Director, Sri Vinod, IFS., Former 
Ambassador to Germany, Sri S Charulatha, Scientist, Dept of Atomic Energy, Hyderabad, Prof Sudha 
Rani from DBRAOU, Dr Siddoji Rao, Officers Forum/ Help Desk, Sri Girija Devi, State Coordinator, OSC, 
and Vinod from Ambedkar Protection Committee. Jhansi Geddam, National Convener of DSS presided 
the conference and Sri Danial Vijay Prakash, National Program Manager of DSS outlined the theme of 

ththe annual conference. 13  Annual Report in English was released by Sri Kaki Madhava Rao and Sri B 
Vijaya Bharathi. 

All the speakers commended the work of Dalit Sthree Sakthi's and their commitment in rendering 
justice to dalit women and girl children in all aspects. 

”

Gist of the points from the speeches of dignitaries:

l

l Dalit women should seriously think why atrocities are taking place on them and why not on 
women belonging to other castes.

l Dalit women should take care of their self-protection.

l Atrocities on dalit women will come to an end only when they develop economically.

It is unfortunate that atrocities on dalit women are going on in the State even now.
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l

l Dalit women are facing all forms of discrimination and it is necessary that organizations like 
DSS should be supported by the Government.

l Though dalit women are now getting educated very a smaller number of them are in good jobs.

l Dalit men should learn to respect dalit women and treat them equally.

l Inter-caste marriages should be encouraged.

l Dalit women played significant role in Telangana movement and it was they who fought 
against Razakars.

l Dalit women should learn questioning and demand for their share in the economic growth.

Declaration adopted by the General Body at both the state conferences:

1. Resolved to give trainings to Women Collective leaders at the village, mandal, district and State 
level on special laws and on their rights and improve their awareness on these laws.

2. We will strengthen the youth associations through trainings.

3. The dalit women leaders who are trained should take up the task of awakening and 
enlightening the dalit and Adivasi women in the villages.

4. Resolved to work towards strengthening the dalit and Adivasi women economically.   To take 
up the task of getting loan applications sanctioned.

5. To fight against all forms of violence at home and outside and to fight for justice till end.

6. To monitor educational institutions and see that dalit girl children get quality education.

7. To work with all likeminded organisations and form networks whenever necessary.

8. To campaign on gender issues in the villages and enlighten everyone on gender equality.

9. To create awareness on the existing political situation and educate the people to use their vote 
towards strengthening democracy.

10. To educate dalit and Adivasi women to live with dignity, equality and self-respect.

Dalit women should try to get positions of political power also.
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Long wait for Justice
Round Table Conference on Violence against 

Dalit Adivasi Women and Girl Children

Round Table Conferences or Public Hearings are organized to bring the victims and all other 
concerned together face to face so that the officials can know directly from the victims their agony and 
how justice was denied to them.  In such open sittings, the victims get an opportunity to narrate the 
hurdles they faced from various wings of the justice system, while the concerned officials and other 
dignitaries will be able to get a clear picture of how the personnel are discharging their duties.  Round 
Table Conferences are the occasions that provide opportunity for the higher officials to note the 
cases/issues and rectify the gaps in the administration of justice.  Further, such sittings will help focus 
the difficulties of victims and sensitizing the concerned departments and public in general about the 
rights of dalit women.  More than anything else the RTCs give satisfaction to the victims that they were 
able to narrate their owes.  Since RTCs serve various purposes in protecting the rights of dalit women 
rights, DSS organizes such RTCs on various rights issues.  Last year RTC was organized on domestic 
violence and this year RTC was held on the issue of violence on dalit women.

Telangana State: 

On the eve of International Campaign on Violence against Women, Dalit Sthree Sakthi organised a 
Round Table Conference on the inter and intra community violence against Dalit Adivasi Women and 
Girl Children on  25/11/2019 at Madina Education Centre, Nampally, Hyderabad. 

The RTC consisted of a panel of eminent personalities as given below:

Nalini Raghu Raman – Political Economy Advisor at the British Deputy High Commission, Vinod 
Kumar IFS, Former Indian Ambassador, Dr Siddoji Rao Convener of SC/ST IAS, IPS Officers forum, P Y 
Giri, DCP Crimes of Rachaconda Commissionerate, J Sailaja, Additional Director, SC Development 
Department, Naga Laxmi, SP – CID Department and Intellectuals of different paths, DHRDs, CSOs, 
Women Collective leaders, Dalit women activists, sympathisers of Dalit women cause from various 
walks of life.



A jury kit with all details of 28 select cases pertaining to offences including rape, abetment to suicide, 
cheating, sexual exploitation, land encroachment, caste abuse, mental harassment, gang 
rape,domestic violence and murder etc were presented before the jury panel. Victims of each case 
deposed their harrowing experiences of violence and how they faced justice system. Long pending 
cases of Triveni and Renuka which have been awaiting justice for more than a decade also were 
brought to the notice of the jury panel.
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State of Andhra Pradesh: 

Similarly, on the eve of International Campaign on Violence against Women, Dalit Sthree Sakthi 
organised a Round Table Conference on Violence against Dalit Adivasi Women and Girl Children on 
10/12/2019 at Ambedkar Bhavan, Vijayawada. 

Jury was constituted with officials like, Sri Muddada Ravi Chandra IAS, Principal Secretary – Social 
Welfare Department; Sri Vasireddy Padma – Chairperson – State Women Commission; Suez, Director 
- State Women Commission; Sri Byra Koteswara Rao, Director of Prosecutions; Sri Ram Chandar, Joint 
Director – SWD, Dr Siddoji Rao, Convener – SC, ST IAS/IPS Officers Forum, Heads of different 
Organisations and  Advocates.

Victims and witnesses concerning 30 cases of atrocities narrated their agony before the Jury.  These 
30 cases included offences like kidnap and rape, abetment to suicide, cheating, sexual exploitation, 
land encroachment, caste abuse, mental harassment, gang rapes, attempt to murder, attacks, murders 
etc.  Each of the victims and witnesses narrated their harrowing experiences before the jury panel 
and media.

Jhansi Geddam, National Convener and GDV Prakash, National Program Manager of DSS explained to 
the Jury about each case and the penal and pecuniary lapses, and the action to be taken. 

The violations put forth before the jury are as follows:  

3 Registration of the case is delayed giving scope for forcible compromise

3 FIR not registered with proper sections

3 Not sent for medical treatment, purposefully delayed in rape cases also



3

3 The police department not fully aware of the latest amendments to the Act

3 Summons to the victims and witnesses delivered at 
the eleventh hour

3 Most of the PPs are reluctant in giving 
orientation

3 PPs are over loaded with other cases

3 PPs not filing written arguments

3 PPs giving scope for defence advocates to 
work out compromise

3 Trial not conducted at a stretch and 
delayed with many adjournments

3 Atrocity cases are not a priority for designated special courts

3 TA & DA not paid to the victims and witnesses

3 High courts giving stays and not vacating the stays for years together

3 Social Welfare department unable to coordinate the departments

3 Immediate relief, compensation and rehabilitation not paid on time

3 C Section in the office of the district collector not discharging duties in the spirit of the Act.  
They lack the perspective under the Act, as such they are humiliating the victims seeking 
compensation. 

Responses from the Jury: 

l The statutory monitoring committees at 
respective levels need to function 
effectively and will be convened as 
per schedule. 

l SWD as the nodal agency will 
ensure coordination and 
cooperation between all the 
concerned departments.

· l The sensitization of all the staff of 
the concerned departments will 
be taken up

· l Regular review meetings between prosecution and police department will be held to 
over come the gaps. 

l AP government is serious on the increased violence against women and girl children 
and therefore brought a new enactment DISHA Act to  complete the entire penal 
process and pronounce judgement within 21 days from the day of occurrence of the 
incident.

Delay in investigation
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Recommendations by the Jury:

q To establish Exclusive Special Courts

q To appoint Special Public Prosecutors

q The District and State level Vigilance and 

Monitoring Committees to function 

effectively

q hTe information about the SC/ST (PoA) 

Amendment Act be placed in the 

Government Website

q The periodical reports on the 

implementation of the SC/ST (PoA) Act 

be placed in website for public view

q To give training to the Police and the other concerned departments on the SC/ST (PoA) 

Amendment Act 

q Refresher training to Judges on SC/ST (PoA) 

Amendment Act

q To establish special cells for the 

implementation of the Rights of Victims 

and Witnesses   

q To take action U/s 4 on the police 

officers for not registering the cases with 

appropriate sections

q The investigation Officer to keep 

informed the victim on the progress in 

investigation

q The Investigation Officers to file memos in the Special Courts on the delay in Investigation 

q The accused to be presented before Special Courts only for judicial remand

q To provide relief, compensation and rehabilitation immediately

q PCR Cell to closely monitor the implementation of the Act
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Women are not the Objects... Break the Impunity

Despite so many laws and campaigns violence on women continues unbated.  This is due to the 
feelings of impunity that exists in this regard due to age old conceptions and practices.   It is necessary 
to break the impunity surrounding violence against women.  DSS continually works against gender-
based violence, including domestic violence and conducts campaigns on gender equity.   In addition to 
various activities against violence, DSS conducts special campaign against gender-based violence in 
response to the call of UN Women's 16 Days Activism.

16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based Violence:

The 16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based Violence is an annual international campaign that 
thkicks off on 25  November, the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, and 

th
runs until 10  December, Human Rights Day. 

UN Women selects a theme each year and call upon everyone to conduct campaign on violence against 
women during the 16 days.  This year's theme was against rape and was named: “Orange the World: 
Generation Equality Stands against Rape!”  Every year DSS conducts campaign on violence against 
women on various themes during the 16 day period.  This year, DSS carried out campaign on violence 
against dalit /Adivasi women and girl children.  Taking this opportunity DSS also conducted RTC on 
the theme of violence against dalit/Adivasi women. 

DSS Campaign on Violence against Dalit Adivasi Women and Girl Children

Dalit Sthree Sakthi has launched a campaign on the eve of International Campaign on the elimination 
th th

of violence against women (16 days activism) from 25  November to 10  December 2019. 

As part of this 16 days activism, conferences were held at district headquarters in the working area of 
DSS and also the campaign was launched in a big way in the villages. In the conferences held at district 
headquarters the police department, women and child welfare department have been involved.  The 
conferences discussed in detail about the prevailing women rights situation, violence on dalit women 
in the respective districts. Participants have been briefed about the ways and means to curtail the 
increasing violence on women. The major incidents that took place in the respective districts along 
with the reasons for such incidents was discussed along with the functioning of various departments 
in the administration of justice.

thThe campaign was launched on 25  November 2019 at Hyderabad with a Telangana state level Round 
thTable Conference on violence against dalit Adivasi women and concluded the campaign on 10  

December 2019 by holding a Andhra Pradesh state level Round Table Conference on Atrocities against 
dalit Adivasi women. 

The campaign was held in 60 villages spread over 5 districts and on the whole more than 10000 
people have been created awareness on the reasons of violence and the need to eradicate all forms of 
such violence.

Guntur District: The district level Conference on violence against dalit Adivasi women was held at ZP 
th

Hall, Guntur on 29  November 2019. Sri Samuel Anand, IAS, District Collector of Guntur participated 
as chief guest and released the campaign posters. Speaking on the occasion the Collector appreciated 
the activities of DSS in eliminating violence against dalit Adivasi women and girl children. He said that 
only education with values among all will put an end to the violence and there is every need for all the 
women to be educated and must be able to address their issues on their own. Krishnaveni, In-charge 
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Project Director of Women & Child Welfare has said that we need to leave gender disparities and 
women are the one who practice gender disparities at home by discriminating girl children and treat 
them as secondary citizens. Sri Rama Krishna, Additional Director of District Industries department 
has stressed that economic empowerment is very essential for dalit Adivasi women and they need to 
access the schemes relevant to them through SCSP/TSP Act, become entrepreneurs and thus job 
givers instead of remaining as job seekers. 
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West Godavari District: The district level Conference on violence against dalit Adivasi women was 
rd

held in Ladies Club, Eluru on 3  December 2019. Sri Srinivas Rao, the police official of District SC, ST 
Cell, Ganga Bhavani, Police official from District 
Women cell, Surya Chakra Veni, District Child 
development officer, Martha from ITDA and B 
Sudarshan from AIDRF have participated in the 
conference as speakers.   

National Convener and National Program 
Manager of DSS have narrated few brutal 
murders occurred in the district and the failure 
of the police department in taking stern action 
against the culprits to reduce the incidents of 
violence in future. They said that since 
centuries the violence on women is rooted in 
the structures of caste, class, religion and 
gender. The discrimination can be seen very clearly in the way the government, media and the lager 
civil society are responding to the incidents of rape on the women belonging to the dominant 
community while nearly letting away the brutal gang rapes and murders on the dalit Adivasi women.  
The society should be sensitized to see dalit 
women also as equal human beings and 
condemn such violence also in the same way as 
they do the violence on dominant caste women.  
This is necessary apart from working on the root 
causes for the violence. 

The police officials have said that in view of the 
recent incidents and the DISHA Act the police 
department have geared up and equipped 
themselves to tackle the issues effectively and 
are putting more efforts on the preventive 
measures. The other dignitaries coming from 
other departments also have assured to organize awareness campaigns in a bigger way to enlighten 
all concerned.
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Atrocities - Unabated
Violence on Dalit Women and Girl Children

The primary activity of DSS has always been to protect the human rights of dalit women.   Though DSS 
works on various facets of dalitwomen's life, protecting and promoting the human rights of dalit 
women and girl children is very important to DSS.  Whenever, DSS comes to know of any atrocity on 
dalit women and girl children, the team goes to the victim and gathers first hand information of the 
atrocity.  Going to the scene of atrocity is the first step only.  Then DSS team adopts all approaches to 
see that the victim gets justice and the perpetrator is punished.  The case is followed up in all aspects, 
such as, the arrest of the accused, FIR, Charge-sheet, trial, witnesses, public prosecutor, 
representations to government departments, police higher ups, human rights and SC commissions, 
payment of compensation, presentation of victim's case in public hearing or RTC.  Apart from the 
above aspects, DSS participates in District Vigilance and Monitoring Committees of the concerned 
districts and monitors the atrocity cases of that area.  In this chapter, a few select cases of atrocities 
that DSS had addressed are presented along with the follow up of cases, role of DSS in DVMCs and the 
representations submitted to various commissions.

Few Fact-Finding Reports:

Angadi Jyothi - Murder
Details of the Deceased:
Name of the Deceased/Age : Angadi Jyothi/26 
Caste : ST
Village : Tadepalli
Mandal : Tadepalli
District : Guntur
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age : Chunchu Srinivas Rao/26
Caste : BC, Padmasali
Village : YSR Colony, Tadepalli
Mandal : Tadepalli 
District : Guntur
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of incident /FIR
Date of Incident/Time : 11/2/2019, at about 7.30 pm 
Place of Incident : Near Navluru Stadium
Type of Atrocity : Murder
Date of lodging the first complaint :11/2/2019
Date of FIR : 11/2/2019
F. I. R No :  43/2019                                                                                          
Police Station : Mangalagiri Rural

Sections applied in the FIR

I. P. C                                                              : 302 

SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                : Sec 3(2)(V)
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Details of the Case:

Angadi Jyothi is D/o China Govindu, ST by caste, studied M Pharmacy. She has two siblings, brother 
and sister. Recently China Govindu underwent heart surgery. Jyothi and one Mr Srinivas Rao s/o 
Narasimha Rao were in love for the past 5 years. Srinivas Rao works as road contractor. He is the 
resident of the same village. On 11/2/2019 Jyothi went to college for taking her certificates. Srinivas 
Rao met her there and two of them went to Navuluru cricket Stadium. Often Jyothi used to insist for 

thmarriage. On the day of incident i.e., on 11  February 2019 at about 7.30pm Srinivas and Jyothi were in 
the stadium to discuss about their marriage. Srinivas murdered Jyothi as per his plan. Srinivas Rao 
caused injuries on himself also slightly and got admitted in NRI hospital and complained to the police 
stating that they both were having sexual intercourse, and in the meantime two unknown persons 
came and attacked them. In that attack Jyothi was murdered. The post mortem was completed by Dr. 
Bharathi within no time. Later the funeral preparation was going on and in the meanwhile, the police 
came and asked the parents of Jyothi for her clothes as they forgot to take her clothes. Jyothi's brother 
Prabhakar handed over the clothes to police. Meanwhile the SC, ST organizations reached the place of 
occurrence and did fact finding. DSS along with other organizations got doubt over the death of Jyothi. 
Similarly the relatives and neighbors also suspected her lover Srinivas Rao.   Later, all demanded for 
re- post mortem and did dharna infront of Collectorate. 

On 13/2/2019 re-post mortem was conducted by Dr T T K Reddy in Amaravati Township burial 
ground in the presence of Villagers and SC, ST Organizations. In the re - post mortem report it has been 
stated that a grievous injury on the head is the cause for the death of Jyothi. Organizations pressurized 
police for thorough investigation and expressed their suspicion on Srinivas Rao. Police collected the 
call data of Srinivas Rao, interrogated Srinivas Rao, his friend Chinna and his worker Pavan. The police 
came to a conclusion that it was a planned murder by Srinivas Rao to avoid marriage with Jyothi since 
she belongs to ST caste. Later police took Srinivas Rao into custody.       

Interventions:
l Conducted thorough fact finding
l Conducted Dharna in front of Collectorate along with other organisations
l Got the re-post mortem done
l Ensured the arrest of Accused 

Present Status: 
l Charge sheet filed
l Pending in the court

Recommendations:
l Speedy Trial
l Pay Compensation and rehabilitation
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Avila - Kidnap & Rape

Details of the Victims:
Name of the Victim /Age : Siddala Avila/15
Caste : SC Madiga 
Village : Dolas Nagar
Mandal : Tadepalli
District : Guntur
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age :  Munabolu Gopi/20 
Caste : OC
Village : Jaggayya Peta
Mandal : Jaggayya Peta
District : Krishna District 
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of incident /FIR
Date of Incident/Time : 16/5/2019 at about 10.30am
Place of Incident : Yerrabalem, Istarakula Company
Type of Atrocity : Kidnap and Rape
Date of lodging the first complaint : 16/5/2019
Date of FIR : 16/5/2019
F. I. R No :  225/2019                                                                                          
Police Station : Mangalagiri Rural

Sections applied in the FIR
I. P. C                                                            : 366, 376,343
SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                        : 3 (2)(v)                

Details of the Case:

Siddala Vijay/35 and his wife Rahelu SC Madiga by caste reside at Dolas Nagar, Tadepalli mandal of 
thGuntur district. They have one daughter and two sons. Daughter Avila/15 studied 9  class and she 

discontinued her studies. Later Avila started going to work with her parents at China Kakani village at 
Guntur district. They worked for 3 months in that place. Munabolu Gopi is an auto driver belonging to 
China Kakani village, and he used to transport the workers from China Kakani to Dolas Nagar 
regularly. At that time, Gopi developed intimacy with Avila. Later Avila stopped going for work in 
China Kakani. Avila resumed to go for work in leaf plates manufacturing (Istarakula) Company at 
Yerrabalem. Everyday Gopi used to go for Istarakula Company at Yerrabalem meet Avila and he 
expressed that he very much likes Avila, without her friendship he will die. Every day morning Avila's 
father Vijay drops her on his bike and evening brings her back to  home. On the day of incident, i.e., on 

th16  May 2019 morning as usually, Avila's father Vijay dropped her at the company. Later Gopi came to 
the company and asked Avila to come along with him and threatened her if she does not come with 
him, he will die. Then Avila and Gopi eloped to Vijayawada and from there Gopi took Avila to his house 
at Jaggayya Peta. Gopi's parents refused Avila, and did not agree to allow her in to their house because 
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she belongs to Madiga by caste. Hence, Gopi took Avila to Ganganamma Temple nearer to that place 
and tied Mangala sutra to Avila. Later Gopi took Avila to his sister in law's house at T V Palli village of 
Devarakonda. Gopi's sister in law namely Devi went to work by the time Gopi and Avila reached her 
house. After the return of Devi in the evening, Gopi narrated the issue. Devi beat Gopi and asked them 
to leave her house. Gopi requested his sister in law Devi to allow them to stay for that night in her 
house and that they will leave in the morning.  Devi allowed them to stay for that night, Gopi and Avila 
slept on the terrace of the house.  On the next day they went away and returned in the night they 
stayed on the terrace without Devi's knowledge. These two days they had sexual intercourse. 

Later Avila's father Vijay with the help of Police traced Gopi's phone and went to Devarakonda caught 
hold of them and brought them to Mangalagiri Rural police station. 

Interventions:
l Conducted fact finding
l Penal and Pecuniary follow up of the case

Present Status: 
l Under Investigation
l Pending FSL report

Recommendations:
l Speedy investigation
l To pay compensation and rehabilitation

B Jyotsna – Attempt to Murder

Details of the Victims:
Name of the Victim /Age : Beeraka Jyotsna/27
Caste : SC Madiga
Village : Perecherla
Mandal : Medikonduru
District : Guntur
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age : Duggineni Padma/53; Guddenti Mary/30  
Caste : BC Padmasali
Village : Perecherla
Mandal : Medikonduru
District : Guntur
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of incident /FIR
Date of Incident/Time : 17/3/2019
Place of Incident : Perecherla
Type of Atrocity : Attack with Knife
Date of lodging the first complaint : 19/3/2019
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Date of FIR : 19/3/2019
F. I. R No :  78/2019                                                                                          
Police Station : Medikonduru

Sections applied in the FIR
I. P. C                                                              : 324,506,509, 307 r/w 34 of IPC 
SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                : 3(2)(va)

Details of the Case:

Beeraka Jyotsna/27 SC Madiga by caste is resident of Perecherla village, Medikondurumandal, 
Guntur district of Andhra Pradesh.  Jyotsna married Govinda Raju, BC Padmasali by caste of the same 
village.  By then Govinda Raju has already been married to a woman from  hiscaste.  Govinda Raju and 
Jyotsna had two children. Unable to manage both the families, he used tocome to Jyotsna's  only 
occasionally.  Jyotsna is an agriculture worker and she is taking care of hertwo children. Daughter 
Jyothi (10) is studying in 6 class and son Ravi Teja studying 2 class in theGovernment School, 
Perecherla.

On 17/3/2019 at about 4p.m.  Jyothi and her schoolmate Syam while watering the plants in the 
schoolhad a small dispute. During this dispute Syam abused Jyothi in filthy language “Lanja”. Jyothi got 
angry and slapped Syam. On 19/3/2019 Jyothi's mother Jyotsna questioned Syam for abusing Jyothi 
andwarned him. Meanwhile, Syam's mother Mary and his grandmother Padma came to the house 
ofJyotsna and abused her in filthy language “emeLanja, my son abused your daughterlanja, now I am
calling you Lanja, how dare you questioned my son”, and then Mary stabbedJyostna with knife on the 
left side of thestomach and left side of the back. Jyotsna's mother,KakumanuChinnammaye,knowing 
about the incident, rushed to the place ofincident.  Mary stabbed Jyotsna's mother also on the right 
thigh. Both Jyotsnaand her mother had severe bleeding.Immediately the neighbours shifted them to 
the GovernmentHospital, Guntur. Jyotsna had 27 stitches and she was discharged from the hospital on 
4th April 2019.At present Jyotsna is unable to go for work.  As such the family is finding it difficult to 
eke out daily life as they are dependant on daily earnings.   

Interventions:
l Conducted fact finding
l Strengthened the victim and her children
l Penal and Pecuniary follow up of the case 

Present Status: 
l Compensation yet to be paid
l Accused arrested
l Charge sheet filed 

Recommendations:
l To pay Compensation
l Speedy trial
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Venkata Kiran & Helina - Abetment to Suicide

Details of the Deceased:
Name of the Deceased /Age : Miryala Venkata Kiran & Helina
Caste : SC, Mala
Village : Damalavari Thota, Nowluru 
Mandal : Mangalagiri
District : Guntur
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age : T Rajasekher, Ramakrishna, Sateesh, Venkata Rao, 
                                                                                     Yogesh and Jagapathi  
Caste : BC and OC 
Village : Bhavanipuram
Mandal : Vijayawada Rural 
District : Krishna 
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of incident /FIR
Date of Incident/Time : 31/1/2019
Place of Incident : Deceased house
Type of Atrocity : Suicide
Date of lodging the first complaint : 31/1/2019
Date of FIR : 31/1/2019
F. I. R No : 28/2019                                                                                          
Police Station : Mangalagiri Rural PS

Sections applied in the FIR
I. P. C                                                              : 306 r/w 34  
SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                : 3(2)(v)

Details of the Case:

MiryalaSubba Rao (68) and his wife Jayamma SC Mala by caste reside at Damalavari Thota, 
Nowluruvillage, Mangalagirimandal of Guntur district. They have two daughters and a son 
namely,Padmalatha, Sunitha and Venkata Kiran. MiryalaSubba Rao worked as Chief Reservation 
Supervisor in Railways and retired in 2011. The deceased Venkata Kiran studied degree and did 
Diploma in ACRefrigeration. He married Helina 5 years ago and they have no children. They stayed 
along with hisparents. Venkata Kiran, Thammisetty Raja Sekhar, Rama Krishna, Sateesh, Venkata Rao, 
Yogesh andJagapathi were running a job consultancy company. Rama Krishna promised to secure jobs 
in FCI andbelieving in him Thammisetty Raja Sekhar gave some amount to Rama Krishna with the 
mediation of Venkata Kiran. Similarly, Venkata Kiran also gave amount to Rama Krishna to secure a job 
for him inFCI.Rama Krishna and Thammisetty Raja Sekhar together utilized theamount for their 
personal purpose. They both hatched a plan and blamed Venkata Kiran for the failureof Rama Krishna 
in securing a job and as per their planThammisetty Raja Sekhar lodged a complaint onVenkata Kiran 
in Ibrahimpatnam police station. Though Thammisetty Raja Sekhar belongs toBhavanipuram in 
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Vijayawada, he lodged a complaint in Ibrahimpatnam police station, as this policestation is well 
known for settlements.

Mr. Satyanarayana the SI of Ibrahimpatnam police station based on the complaint lodged 
byThammisetty Raja Sekhar summoned Venkata Kiran to the police station and tortured him in 
thename of investigation. On 28/1/2019 the SI handed over Venkata Kiran toThammisetty Raja 
Sekhar and Thammisetty Raja Sekhar forcibly took Venkata Kiran to Gannavaram, threatened him of 
dire consequences and forcibly got his signatures on the promissorynotes and handed him over back 
in the Ibrahimpatnam police station on the same day i.e., on28/1/2019. Later the SI released  Venkata 
Kiran from custody and asked him to come on 30/1/2019 by3p.m. Venkata Kiran went  home and 

th
came back to Ibrahimpatnam police station on 30 as directed  by the SI.  Then the SI threatenedhim of 
dire consequences and took his signatures on the cheques and promissory notes, took away his 
cellphone and released him at 11p.m. on the same night warning him to come by 7am on the next day 
orelse he would be encountered.

Venkata Kiran shared the entire happenings with his father Subba Rao after returning back to home 
and hisfather stayed with his son and daughter-in-law on the second floor of his house until 4.30 a.m. 
in themorning of 31/1/2019 and came down  to the first floor where Subba Rao stays.Subba Rao went 
onto the 2nd floor around 5.30 am and knocked the door for many times and called his son Venkata 
Kiran.As there was no reply he peeped through the window and saw both his son and daughter-in-law 
hanging tothe ceiling fan. He immediately called the neighbours and broke open the doors and 
brought down the bodies of his sonand daughter-in-law hanging from the ceiling fan and called to 108 
ambulance. The ambulance cameimmediately and confirmed that they both were dead.

It has been ascertained that Venkata Kiran has lodged a complaint in Mangalagiri police station on 
theharassment by Thammisetty Raja Sekhar and others but no action was taken. It came to light that 
many times earlier,Thammisetty Raja Sekhar came with a constable of Ibrahimpatnampolice station 
and forcibly tookaway Venkata Kiran to Ibrahimpatnam police station without any intimation to the 
Mangalagiripolice.

Interventions:
l Conducted fact finding
l Penal and pecuniary follow up of the case

Present Status: 
l Under investigation
l Pending FSL report

Recommendations: 
l Speedy investigation
l To pay compensation and rehabilitation
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Naga Rani - Cheating in the name of Love & Abetment to Suicide 

Details of the deceased:
Name of the deceased /Age : Gudise Naga Rani/ 25
Caste : SC Mala
Village : UDA Colony, Navulur 
Mandal : Mangalagiri
District : Guntur
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age : Balla Nagarjuna/27 
Caste : OC Naidu
Village : Navulur
Mandal : Mangalagiri
District : Guntur
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of incident /FIR
Date of Incident/Time : 26/4/2019, 1pm
Place of Incident : Navulur
Type of Atrocity : Cheating in the name of love and Suicide
Date of lodging the first complaint : 26/4/2019
Date of FIR : 26/4/2019
F. I. R No : 184/2019                                                                                          
Police Station : Mangalagiri

Sections applied in the FIR
I. P. C                                                              : 417,506  
SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                : 3(2) (Va)

Details of the Case:

Gudise Annapurna/45 SC Mala by caste is the native of Veerlapadu in Krishna District. Annapurna's 
husband passed away 10 years ago due to ill health, since then Annapurna shifted to Navulur village in 
Mangalagiri mandal of Guntur district.  Annapurna have two children, one son and a daughter. She 
lives with her children and her old father. Annapurna works as an agriculture worker and sometimes 
her daughter Nagarani also goes to work along with her mother. Often Nagarani works in Brick kiln 
company which manufactures cement stones. One Mr. Balla Nagarjuna OC Kapu by caste also works in 
the same company. Nagarjuna and Nagarani gradually developed friendship and it turned into love. 
Nagarjuna promised Nagarani that he will marry her and developed sexual relationship and many 
times had sex with her. One month prior to the incident, Nagarani asked Nagarjuna about their 
marriage and Nagarjuna said that it is impossible to marry Nagarani, as their castes are different. He 
also said that his mother did not agree for their marriage as Nagarani belongs to Mala caste. 
Nagarjuna mother threatened to die if Nagarjuna marries Nagarani. Nagarjuna pleaded Nagarani to 
leave him and forget about their relationship. Nagarani pleaded Nagarjuna many times for their 
marriage, but he never heeded to her request. Nagarani couldn't digest Nagarjuna's cheating and 
therefore she consumed poison on 26/4/2019 at about 1pm. Immediately the neighbors moved 
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Nagarani to Government hospital at Guntur. She underwent treatment for 3 days and on 29/4/2019 
Nagarani died. Nagarani wrote a 7pages suicide note.  After post mortem the body was handed over to 
the family members of Nagarani on 30/4/2019.  

Interventions:
l Conducted fact finding
l Penal and pecuniary follow up of the case
l Got the arrest of the accused

Present Status:
l Charge sheet filed
l Compensation yet to be paid

Recommendations:
l To pay compensation
l Speedy trial

Sathish – Brutal Murder
Details of the Deceased:
Name of the Deceased /Age : Kanchi Sathish/32
Caste : SC Mala
Village : Nawabpet, Eluru
Mandal : Eluru
District : West Godavari
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age : Kallapalli Venu/47 and 3 others 
Caste : OC Kapu
Village : Kothapet
Mandal : Eluru
District : West Godavari
State : Andhra Pradesh

Details of incident /FIR
Date of Incident/Time : 14/2/2019
Place of Incident : Tammileru Rivulet between Madepalli and Ponangi 

village
Type of Atrocity : Brutal Murder
Date of lodging the first complaint : 17/2/2019
Date of FIR : 17/2/2019
F. I. R No :  54/2019                                                                                          
Police Station : Eluru Rural

Sections applied in the FIR
I. P. C                                                              : 302 & 201  
SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                : 3 (2)(Va)
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Details of the Case:

Interventions:
l

l Penal and Pecuniary follow-up of the case

Present Status:
l Under investigation for FSL Report

st
l 1  stage compensation yet to be paid

Recommendations: 
l Speedy investigation
l Payment of compensation
l To add appropriate sections
l To take action U/s. 4 of SC, ST (PoA) Act for wilful negligence

Kanchi Satyanarayana and his wife Yesu SC Mala by caste are residents of Nawabpet, Eluru. They have 
two daughters and a son Sathish (32). Satyanarayana and his son Sathish are car drivers by 
profession. Sathish was married 10 years ago to Mani of Vijayawada and they have a daughter. Mani 
left her husband Sathish 7 years ago and is staying separately. Satyanarayana bought a car for his 
sonto run it as taxi.

One Mrs Thumati Raja Kumari (47) SC Mala by caste is the resident of same area i.e., Nawabpet, Eluru 
and she was in extramarital relationship with one Mr Kallapalli Venu OC Kapu by caste. Kallapalli 
Venu runs a Chilly Flour Mill and is the resident of Kothapet, Eluru. Prior to the incident, Kanchi 
Sathishhaving come to know about their extra marital relationship questioned Kallapalli Venu and 
Raja Kumari and warned him of dire consequences if he continues such relationship with her.  On 
14/02/2019 in the morning Kallapalli Venu along with his wife was coming on his bike to Raja 
Kumari's house and in between, Kanchi Sathish stopped him and warned him again. Kallapalli Venu 
felt insulted and along with Raja Kumari thought of getting rid of Sathish and hence planned to 
murder him. Venu planned to murder Sathish with the help of  one Kuppa Murali Krishna who works 
with him.

On the same day i.e., on 14th February at 2p.m. as per the plan of Venu, Prakash and Ajay friends 
ofSathish, picked up Sathish the deceased from Ambedkar Statue at Baalisettyvari Pet, Eluru on his 
bikeon the pretext of drinking and made him to consume liquor and handed him over to Venu. Venu 
withthe help of Murali Krishna made Sathish to consume some more liquor at many places.  They 
finally reached reached Thammileru Bund near YSR Colony, on Ponangi to Madepalli Road at about 
6.30p.m., where they stabbed him with knife and beheaded him.  They threw the dead body into 
Thammileru and fled away with Sathish's head.

On 17th February 2019 in the afternoon at about 1p.m. one Mr Sailu Srinu who was rearing his cattle 
near Madepalli noticed the dead body of a man without head and informed to the VRO. The VRO 
reached the spot and informed to the Eluru Rural PS about the incident. The police reached the spot 
took out the body, conducted inquest and sent it for post-mortem. A case was registered bearing 
crime no. 54/2019U/s. 302 and 201 of IPC and took up investigation. During investigation, the police 
identified the accused Kallapalli Venu and others caught hold of them. Based on the information given 
by the accused, on 27th February 2019 at about 5pm in the evening, the police found the head of the 
deceased in the Godavari canal near Ashram Hospital, Eluru wrapped in a banian cloth kept inside a 
polyethene cover. It has been identified as the head of Sathish.

Conducted fact finding
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Anupam Devi – Rape & Harassment

Details of the Victims:
Name of the Victim /Age : Anupam Devi/25
Caste : SC
Village : H No 2-3-36/21, Maha Rana Pratap Function Hall
Mandal : Amberpet
District : Hyderabad
State : Telangana

Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age : Mohan Singh & Anil Singh 
Caste : OC
Village : H No 2-3-36/21, Maha Rana Pratap Function Hall
Mandal : Amberpet
District : Hyderabad
State : Telangana

Details of incident /FIR
Date of Incident/Time : 12/3/2019
Place of Incident :  Maha Rana Pratap Function Hall
Type of Atrocity : Rape and Harassment
Date of lodging the first complaint : 12/3/2019
Date of FIR : 12/3/2019
F. I. R No :  81/2019                                                                                          
Police Station : Amberpet

Sections applied in the FIR
I. P. C                                                              :  376(2)(H), 448 and 506  
SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                : 3(2)(v)

Details of the Case:

Ramji Paswan (30) and his wife Anupam Devi have migrated to Hyderabad from Sasaram village, 
Rohtaas district of Bihar state on 15.1.2018 to lead their life. Ramji Paswan and Anupam Devi have a 2-
year-old son Vidya Sagar when they migrated to Hyderabad. Ramji joined as a watch man in Maha 
Rana Pratap FunctionHall in Amberpet. One Mr. Mohan Singh the secretary of the function hall 
arranged a room for Paswanat Gandhi school, Patel Nagar, Amberpet. Later, in March 2018 Mohan 
Singh arranged a room insidethe Maha Rana Function Hall.

On 8/9/2018 Ramji Paswan went to his state Bihar on his personal work. On 21/9/2018 at 
about10p.m. in the night Mohan Singh on knowing that Ramji Paswan was not at home came to the 
room andknocked the door and Anupam Devi opened the door. He forcefully entered inside the room 
caught hold of her, threw her on the bed and raped her though she was 5 months pregnant. He 
threatened her of dire consequences and said that he would kill all of them if she reveals the matter to 
anyone.   Frightened Anupam Devi did not reveal the matter to her husband. On 28/2/2019 Anil 
Singhthe associate of Mohan Singh came to Anupam Devi and threatened her to maintain relationship 
withMohan Singh or else they will see the end of the whole family. Anupam Devi unable to bear the 
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torturerevealed the matter to her husband and they both went to Mohan Singh office and questioned 
Mohan Singh and Anil Singh.  Upon such questioning, Mohan Singh and Anil Singh became wild and 
threatened the couple of dire consequences and abused them infilthy language. 

Ramji Paswan and Anupam Devi mustered courage, approached Amberpet Police station and lodgeda 
complaint.

Interventions:
l

l Strengthened the victim and her husband
l Penal and Pecuniary follow-up of investigation

Present Status:
l Under investigation 
l Pending for caste certificate
l Compensation yet to be paid

Recommendations:
l Speedy investigation 
l To pay compensation
l Provide protection to the victim

Edulabad School - Sexual Harassment on Students

Details of the Victims:
Name of the Victim /Age : Edulabad School Girl Children
Caste : SCs & BCs
Village : Edulabad
Mandal : Ghatkesar 
District : Medchal  
State : Telangana 

Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age : K. Ramana Murthy /28
Caste : Padmasali
Village : Edulabad
Mandal : Ghatkesar 
District : Medchal  
State : Telangana 

Details of incident /FIR
Date of Incident/Time : 3/4/2019
Place of Incident : Mandal Parishad Primary school
Type of Atrocity : Sexual Harassment
Date of lodging the first complaint : 3/4/2019
Date of FIR : 4/4/2019
F. I. R No : 162/2019                                                                                           
Police Station : Ghatkesar 

Conducted fact finding
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Sections applied in the FIR
I. P. C                                                              : 354 (A),  
SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                : 3(1)(w)
Other : 8 & 12 of POCSO Act

Details of the Case:

Interventions:
l Conducted fact finding
l Followed up investigation
l Strengthened the complainant

This is a case of sexual harassment and abuse of girl children in the school by one of the teachers. The 
victims are girl children of the school and the complaint on their behalf is lodged by the Head Mistress 
of the School, Ms. Bhagya Lakshmi. Brief facts of the case are as follows:

There is one Mandal Parishad Primary school at Edulabad village, Ghatkesar Mandal, Medchal 
district. There are four teachers in the school, two of them are males and two are women. Of the two 
women teachers, Bhagya Lakshmi is head mistress while the accused Mr. K. Ramana Murthy is one of 
the male teachers and he belongs to Padmasali caste (B.C). He joined in the school in 2013. Bhagya 
Lakshmi joined in 2015. This being a Primary School there are classes from 1st to 5th. It is learnt that 
the accused Mr. Ramana Murthy used to sexually abuse and behave in indecent manner with girl 
children. He used to sit in the midst of the girls and touch them indecently, further he used to dothings 
like, eating half of a chocolate and put the remaining half in the mouths of the children. If any of the 
girls' object or resist his indecent behavior he used to beat them. There are instances where the5th 
class girls dropped out of the school to escape from his harassment. Revathi and Sirisha are two girls 
who dropped out of the school due to his sexual harassment. His behavior came to the notice of the 
head mistress of the school, union office bearers and the parents. Union leaders even warnedhim 
many times. Whenever the union leaders warned, the accused Mr. Ramana Murthy used to admithis 
misbehavior and plead with them that he will never repeat such indecent behavior in future. 
Butwithin a short period, he used to again indulge in indecent acts with the girls. All these warnings, 
assurances and repetition of abuse happened during 2017 and 2018.

While so, on 16th March 2019, Mr. Ramana Murthy was away invigilation duty of X Class 
examinations, students of 5th class, consisting of 7 girls and 13 boys came to the head mistress and 
complained that Mr. Ramana Murthy was sexually harassing and abusing the girls. On this basis, the 
head mistress conducted a parent meeting on 17 March and brought the issue to the notice of the 
parents. On 30 March School Management Committee (S.M.C.) was conducted on the same issue. In 
the said meeting SMC Chair Person, E. Mallesh, Vice-Chairperson, Ms. Renuka, Sarpanch K. Suresh 
and ward members, summoned all school children and enquired about the matter. All the 
schoolchildren told in the meeting about the indecent behavior of Mr. Ramana Murthy. On the basis of 
thisenquiry, the SMC Committee gave a complaint to the DEO and MEO. The two officials visited 
theschool and conducted enquiry and the children again told these officials also about the 
misbehaviour of Mr. Ramana Murthy. On 3rd April, four members of the She Teams with Sub-
Inspector of Police and3 constables visited the school and enquired the children. The children told 
the police also the same.

On 4th April Assistant Commissioner of She Teams, Ms. Salima visited the school and enquired 
thechildren and arrested Mr. Ramana Murthy.
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Present Status: 
l

l Pending in the Court

Recommendations:
nd

l 2  stage compensation to be paid to the victims
l Speedy Trial

Durga Bhavani - Attempt to Murder

Details of the Victims:
Name of the Victim /Age : Durga Bhavani/20 
Caste : SC Mala
Village : H No 6 - 366/1, Manikya Nagar, Chintal
Mandal : Quthbullapur
District : Medchal
State : Telangana

Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age : Yaswanth/19 
Caste : Mudiraj
Village : 52 – 69, Magdumnagar, Jagadgirigutta
Mandal : Quthbullapur
District : Medchal
State : Telangana

Details of incident /FIR
Date of Incident/Time : 2/3/2019
Place of Incident : Victim's House
Type of Atrocity : Attempt to Murder
Date of lodging the first complaint : 2/3/2019
Date of FIR : 2/3/2019
F. I. R No : 147/2019                                                                                           
Police Station : Jeedimetla PS

Sections applied in the FIR
I. P. C                                                              : 354 D, 452, 307 
SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                : 3(1)(w)(ii), 3(2)(v), 3(2) (va)

Details of the Case:

Mallesh, (50) lives with his wife Prabhavathi (45) and children Durga Bhavani/19 and another 
daughter.    They are S.C. Mala by caste.  Mallesh works as carpenter and Prabhavathi is house wife.   

rdDurga Bhavani, is studying 3  year B/Tech in Gokaraju Gangaraju College, Miyapur.  One Mr. Gyarala 
Yaswanth Kumar/19, belonging to Mudiraj caste,  who lives in Jagadgirigutta used to be friendly with 
Durga Bhavani, as they were classmates in school days.  Due to that acquaintance she accepted 
friendship, but in course of time Gyarala Yaswanth Kumar insisted her to accept his love and marry 

Accused arrested
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him.  She refused his proposal and cut of relationship with him.   But he was continuously harassing 
her by calling her on phone and going to her college.  Enraged by her refusal, Gyarala Yaswanth Kumar 
visited her house on 2-3-2019 with petrol and heater and spoke to her mother Prabhavathi in a 
threatening way.  He threatened to kill them if Durga Bhavani refuses his love and marriage proposal.  
Prabhavathi shouted for help and the house owners and neighbors came to her rescue and caught 
hold of Gyarala Yaswanth Kumar along with the petrol can and other instruments he brought in his 
bag.  Prabhavathi called the parents of Gyarala Yaswanth Kumar and informed them about their son's 
behavior.  The parents of Gyarala Yaswanth Kumar did not respond properly and abused Prabhavathi.  
Then Prabhavathi along with his brother Anil Kumar approached Jeedimetla Police Station and gave 
complaint about the attempted acid attack.  The police registered the case and arrested him.  When 
the police checked his mobile, they found the photos of Durga Bhavani in his phone.  Most of those 
photos were taken without her knowledge.  He was remanded to Charlapally jail.  From the jail also he 
rang up to Durga Bhavani and threatened her to withdraw the case or else he would kill them when he 
comes out of the jail.

Interventions:
l Conducted fact finding
l Penal & Pecuniary follow up of the case

Present Status:
l Under investigation waiting for FSL Report 
l Accused remanded for judicial custody and released on bail

nd
l 2  stage Compensation yet to be paid

Recommendations:
l Speedy investigation

nd
l Payment of 2  stage Compensation
l Provide protection to the victim

Patlavat Kishan – Attack, Caste Abuse and Land Grabbing 

Details of the Victims:
Name of the Victim /Age : Patlavat Kishan (35)
Caste : ST, Lambada
Village : Lakshmi Nagar colony, Peerzaguda
Mandal : Uppal
District : Medchal
State : Telangana

Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age : Solipuram Srinivas Reddy
Caste : OC, Reddy
Village : Big Bazar, Peerzaguda
Mandal : Uppal
District : Medchal
State : Telangana
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Details of incident /FIR
Date of Incident/Time : 2/1/2019
Place of Incident : Accused's office
Type of Atrocity : Caste Abuse, Attack and Land Grabbing
Date of lodging the first complaint : 2/1/2019 
Date of FIR : 2/1/2019
F. I. R No : 109/2019                                                                                           
Police Station : Medipally 

Sections applied in the FIR
I. P. C : 506  
SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                : 3(1)(r)(s)

Details of the Case:

Interventions:
l Conducted fact finding
l Penal and pecuniary follow up of the case

Present Status:
l Pending trial

nd
l 2  stage of Compensation yet to be paid

Recommendations:
l Speedy Trial

nd
l To pay 2  stage of compensation

Patlavat Kishan (35) and his father Bikshapathi (65) belonging to S.T, Lambada caste, reside at 
Lakshmi Nagar colony, Peerzaguda near Uppal Cross Roads, Hyderabad. They purchased 4 acres 24 
kuntas landat Musipatla village, Motukur mandal, Yadadri Bhuvanagiri district. The land registration 
formalities were done as per rules and they even got Rs.18000/ under the Rytu Bandhu Scheme. As 
such theywere enjoying ownership and possession of the land without any flaw. The land adjacent to 
this landis owned by one Mr. Solipuram Srinivas Reddy. He does real estate business with an office 
near Big Bazar, Peerzaguda. On January 2nd 2019, Solipuram Srinivas Reddy sent a word to Patlavat 
Kishan to come and meet him at his office. Patlavat Kishan obliged him and went  to the office 
accompanied by his friend Jangaiah on 2 January. There at the real estate office, Solipuram Srinivas 
Reddy was sitting with four of his friends. They were all having liquor. On seeing Patlavat Kishan, 
Solipuram Srinivas Reddy started abusing him in filthy language, insulting in caste name. He shouted  
at Patlavat Kishan,'how dare you tribal fellow to purchase land adjacent to my land' 'you low caste 
fellow' etc. One of thefriends of Solipuram Srinivas Reddy bet Patlavat Kishan with his footwear. 
Having been abused andbeaten up Patlavat Kishan approached Medipally police station and gave  a 
complaint. The concerned police officer of Medipally took  the complaint but did not register the case. 
Then Patlavat Kishan approaches the ACP and got the case registered.
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Rachana – Cheating in the Name of Love/Dessertion

Details of the Victim:
Name of the Victim /Age :  Kota Rachana (23)
Caste :  SC Mala
Village :  D No: 3-98, Beside AVM Hostel, Gandimaisamma
Mandal :  Dundigal
District :  Medchal
State : Telangana
Details of the Accused
Name of the Accused / Age :  N. Shravan Kumar (23)
Caste :  OC Brahmin
Village :  Krishnaveni School Backside, Suraram 
Mandal :  Quthbullapur
District :  Medchal
State : Telangana

st nd
Details of incident / 1 & 2  FIRs
Date of Incident/Time : 24/07/2018
Place of Incident : Backside of Krishnaveni Talent School, Suraram
Type of Atrocity : Cheating in the name of Love/ Dessertion
Date of lodging the first complaint : 24/07/2018 and 14/11/2019
Date of FIR : 24/07/2018 and 14/11/2019
F. I. R No : 387/2018     and 717/2019
Police Station : Dundigal, Cyberabad

Sections applied in the FIR
I. P. C : 417, 420 & 376 and 498 A, 354, 323
SC/ST (PoA) Act, 1989                :  3(1)(w)(ii) and 3(2) (va)

Details of the Case:

Kota Rachana (23) SC Mala by caste is the daughter of Devaji and Radha and they are the residents of 
D.No: 3-98, beside AVM Hostel, Gandi maisamma village of Dundigal mandal in Medchal district. They 
have 3 daughters and a son. Rachana is pursuing her 1 year Degree. One Mr. N. Shravan Kumar (23)S/o 
Rama Krishna, OC Brahmin by caste who resides  nearKrishnaveni School, Suraram village of 
Quthbullapur mandal in Medchal district, is the classmate of Rachana since 6th standard. After 
completion of intermediate in the year 2014, Shravan Kumar proposed to Rachana that he was in love 
with her and he would like to marry her. After repeated pestering, Rachana also obliged and they both 
loved each other. In the absence of his parents, Shravan Kumar used to take her to his house and have 
sex with her, similarly he used to go to her house in the absence of her parents and they used to have 
sex. Once Shravan Kumar took Rachana to a lodge at Secunderabad and had sex. Their affair has gone 
to the notice of the parents of both sides and they agreed for the marriage. Their love continued for 4 
years. Two years prior to the incident Shravan Kumar joined in Cognigent Company at Gachibowli, 
Hyderabad. In the month of June 2018 Rachana and Shravan Kumar were in his house and in the mean 
while one Ms. Mounika colleague of Shravan Kumar called to his phone. Rachana answered the call 
and came to know that he was in love with Mounika and promised to marry her. Rachana questioned 
him and insisted for marriage. Shravan Kumar then came out with his true colours and abused her:  
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“You SC Mala people, belong to low caste and I belong to OC Brahmin and how do you think that I will 
marry you?”. He said that it is impossible to marry her as she belongs to a lower caste and denied to 
marry her. As things turned like this and in such a helpless situation, Rachana realized that she was 
cheated and that she was used by him only for his sexual satisfaction.  Then she approached Dundigal 
PS and lodged a complaint. 

Developments after Police Complaint:
Upon complaint by Rachana, Shravan Kumar was arrested and remanded to judicial custody in the 
month of October 2018.   The case was filed in the Court.  At this juncture  Mrs. Sangeetha, mother of 
Shravan Kumar approached Rachana and pleaded her to saveher son and promised to perform their 
marriage. Rachana believed her words and turned soft.  She informed the court thatthe issue was 
compromised and withdrew the case. and as such the case was closed. Shravan Kumar married 
Rachana on 10thDecember 2018 at Balaji temple, Suraram and sent her to her home. Later,  Shravan 
Kumar brought Rachana to his house on 24th January 2019. Everything went on well for 2 weeks.  
After two weeks Shravan Kumar,  his mother Sangeetha and his brother Kiran Kumar started 
harassing Rachana and abused her in the name of caste, bet her brutally many times. Unable to bear 
their torture, Rachana once again approached police through DSS and lodged a complaint. At present 
she is staying with her parents.

Interventions:
l

l Penal and Pecuniary follow-up of the case
l Strengthened the victim

Present Status: 
l As per the High Court order have stayed together and after 2 months, they started to harass 

her and hence at present She is staying with her parents 
st

l 1  stage compensation paid
st

l 1  Case closed by Special Court as they both got married
nd

l Unable to bear their harassment the victim lodged a 2  complaint

Recommendations:
nd

l To take action as per the 2  Case

Conducted fact finding
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Efforts for Justice

Dalit Sthree Sakthi relentlessly makes its efforts for speedy justice to victims. It continuously 
approaches the concerned officials, commissions and the prosecution to speed up the penal and 
pecuniary process. District vigilance and monitoring committee meeting is one of the important 
platform, where DSS uses the opportunity to the optimum level by sensitizing the official of  various 
departments and seeking necessary orders.
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Qualitative Education to Dalit Girl Children

Dalits, particularly dalit women, have been kept out of education for centuries.  Even after 73 years of 
independence and promise of equality, discrimination of dalit girl in the field of education is continuing.   Given 
the poverty and lack of resources, dalit families are not able to send their children to schools.  Even though 
there are government schools and social welfare hostels, the quality of education is very poor in these hostels 
due to neglect, corruption and lack of funds.  Apart from poor quality of education, safety for boys and girls at 
these hostels is lacking.  Frequent incidents of girls being sexually exploited by the wardens/other staff are 
being reported in the media.   This atmosphere further frightens the parents of dalit girl children to send their 
daughters to social welfare hostels. DSS has been addressing this issue for the past so many years and has been 
systematically working for improving quality of education and safety in the schools and hostels.  DSS 
monitoring of educational institutions and empowering the girl children in the hostels for their rights has 
yielded visible results.  DSS has been educating and involving the parents to monitor educational institutions.

Monitoring of Educational Institutions for Qualitative Education

Dalit Sthree Sakthi Women Collective leaders of respective villages along with the concerned district 
coordinators visit regularly the Anganwadi Centres, Government schools and Social Welfare hostels in their 
target villages to improve the functioning of the centres and to ensure qualitative services. The infrastructural 
issues are identified and represented to the concerned authorities, follow up regularly to see that they are 
resolved. Dalit Sthree Sakthi organises awareness meetings to the parents to sensitize them on the need of 
education and for the optimum utilization of the services of educational avenues. 

Recently, some of the anganwadi centres and schools have been merged into the nearby centres due to 
technical reasons, causing a little bit hurdle to the children in the form of distance and the parents hesitating to 
send them to the anganwadi centres/schools. At this juncture, DSS sensitized the parents and ensured that the 
children are sent back to their respective institutions. DSS carries on its monitoring activity with a gender 
perspective to see that girl children are not discriminated at any of these schools, hostels or other institutions. 
Focus has been put on the dropout students in the schools, necessary steps were taken to bring them back to 
the school. The parents have been sensitized on the need of education to the girl children and ensured that all 
the girl children are sent to the school without any hesitation.  

Anganwadi Centres:

   

1 215 130 Hygiene conditions maintained in the centres

Centres functioning regularly

Improvement in the attendance

Children, Pregnant women and Lactating 
mothers receiving the services on time

Provision of drinking water

Provision of toilets

Provision of electricity

Allocation of site for the building

Shifting to better premises

Construction of compound wall

Construction of newbuilding

S No No. of Centres  Total issues Results 
monitored identified  achieved
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Government Schools:

      1 195 105 Improvement in the timings of the school

Conducive environment

Water facility and toilets 

Increase in the strength

Qualitative mid-day meals

Filling up of the vacancies 

Personnel appointed for cleaning the toilets and premises

Construction of additional class rooms

Construction of compound wall

Children and the teachers are gender sensitive

Social Welfare Hostels: 

  

     1 35 14 Hygiene conditions maintained

Toilets repaired

Storage tanks for water

More fans and lights

Improvement in the quality of food

Provision of tuitions

Compound walls and preventive measures taken

Gender Awareness in Schools:

During this year Dalit Sthree Sakthi has focused attention in creating gender awareness among the 
children in the schools as it is necessary to sensitize the children on gender aspect, so that they may 
grow as future citizens with gender sensitiveness.  With this perspective, awareness campaigns have 
been organised in the coeducation schools on various gender concepts and children educated to view 
everything in proper gender perspective.   The students were explained thoroughly on the systemised 
informal norms followed in their respective houses such as the girl children looking after all the 
household chores. They were asked to sensitise their parents and the people in their surroundings. 
The students were detailed about the ongoing spree of violence against women and girl children and 
the recent brutal incident such as “Samatha and Disha” followed by police encounter. They were 
enlightened on the special Acts.  They were told about the need to address the root cause and sensitize 
larger civil society to curtail violence against women and children.   

   S No No. of Centres  Total issues Results 
monitored identified  achieved

 S No No. of Centres  Total issues Results 
monitored identified  achieved
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Commemoration Days

Meeting and discussing certain issues on particular days help in reminding ourselves and refreshing 

ourselves about the importance of the issue.  Actually, certain days of the year are celebrated as 

special occasions so that we can recapitulate about what was achieved and what is to be done.  With 

this conceptual foundation, DSS celebrates all the important days of the year with a theme so that the 

women collective members, leaders and dalit women in general are enlightened about the issues 

concerning them.  

l January 3 , Savitribai Phule Jayanthi, on the topic:  Education Without Discrimination

th
l January 26 , Republic Day on the topic: Reservations: Problems and Prospects

th
l March 8 , International Women's Day on the topic: Dalit Women and Development

th th
l April 14 , Dr B R Ambedkar's 126  birth anniversary on the Propagation of 

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar Ideology

th
l August 15 , Independence Day was chosen to focus on the issue of Equality of 

Opportunities in Independent India

Education without Discrimination

On the eve of Savitribai Phule Jayanthi, Dalit Sthree Sakthi organized a Conference on the theme of 
rd“Education without Discrimination” on 3  January 2019 at Conference Hall, Sundaraiah Vignana 

Kendram, Hyderabad. In this meeting Jhansi Geddam, National Convener of Dalit Sthree Sakthi 
presided and Chief guest was Sri Kalyana Chakravarthy, IAS, Director General of EPTRI. Main 
dignitaries on the dais were Sri PSN Murthy, IDAS (VR), Chairman of Ambedkar Mission; Dr Shobha 
Rani, Professor of Government Degree College; Dr Siddoji Rao, Director, IAS/IPS Officers Forum; Prof 
K Y Ratnam from Hyderabad Central 
University, Prof Gali Vinod Kumar, Law college 
Principal from Osmania University, Prof Sailaja 
and Krishna Sastry. These dignitaries 
participated and elucidated on the importance 
of education. 

Jhansi Geddam and GDV Prakash, National 
Program Manager of DSS highlighted about the 
objectives of the conference. Jhansi brought to 
the attention of the participants about UN 
efforts in spreading education without 
discrimination and the need for imparting 
education everyone in the country without 
discrimination of caste and gender.  She pointed out that the UN General Assembly declared January 

th24  of every year as Education Day, starting from 2019.  She explained to the audience how DSS has 
rdbeen continually spreading awareness on the importance of education by celebrating January 3  as 

Education Day to commemorate the birth anniversary of Savitri Bhai Phule.

The significant days are celebrated with seriousness so that all concerned are inspired and go ahead 

with commitment. This year DSS celebrated the significant days as follows:

rd
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Gist of the views expressed by the speakers:

l

l There is discrimination in the family also in getting their children educated.

l Common School System exists in 
various countries and we should 
demand for introducing common school 
system in India also.

l Discrimination in the society should end 
so that discrimination in education can 
end.

l Every girl child and woman should be 
educated.

l Budget allocation for education is very 
meagre which reflects the priorities of 
the Government.

l In foreign countries education is given priority and common school system exists for the 
benefit of all.

l Education is the only way to gain self-respect and dignity.    

l Savitri Bhai Phule was a visionary and fulfilled her role in all aspects and contributed to the 
education of women.

l In the Institutions of higher education discrimination exists in multiple forms and is 
sophisticated.

l  in future Dalits will not 
be able to pay the fees. 

l Dalit students are dependant on 
scholarships and if they are denied 
scholarships, they have to discontinue 
studies or commit suicide like Rohit 
(HCU student).

l D a l i t s  w h o  a r e  d e p e n d a n t  o n  
scholarships are insulted and abused.

l These days, persons without proper 
subject knowledge are heading the 
departments.

l Humanity is suffering due to ignorance 
and poverty.  In our country large number 
of people are unable to eke out livelihood.

l Fifty percent of women suffer due to anaemia.

l Now the legislatures are dominated by vested interests.  Unless real people's representatives 
come to legislatures no progress can take place.

Indian society is divided on caste lines and this is reflected in the education system also.

Reforms being implemented in the Universities are in such a way that
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Reservations: Problems & Prospects

Republic Day is celebrated by officials, political parties and in schools and colleges.  It is mostly 
celebrated as an official function and as a formality without going deep into the subject.  That is why in 
most institutions the participants don't understand why it is celebrated and what is the purpose.  
When it comes to students and staff of educational institutions, they simply take it as a holiday.   In 
villages and towns ordinary people who are not connected with any government office, don't even 
know that it was Republic Day.  For them it is like any other day of their daily life of work and daily 
earnings.   In this background, DSS takes the opportunity to educate its cadre and target people on 
what is Republic, Constitution, Democracy and various other concepts connected to Republic Day.   
Each year a theme is selected and resource persons 
are invited to enlighten the DSS cadre.  Thus, 
each year, DSS takes the opportunity to 
enlighten the cadre.  This year, a conference was 

th
organized on the eve of Republic Day on 26  
January 2019 at Press Club, Vijayawada, Andhra 
Pradesh on the theme “Reservations: Problems 
& Prospects”.   

The theme on reservations was selected as it is 
relevant today.   The constitution provided for 
protective discrimination with a view to achieve 
equality and equity among the people, and to 
achieve social justice.  But in the recent days the 
dominant caste sections are questioning the very concept of social justice and protective 
discrimination.  In the name of cow protection, reservations for EBCs and other pseudo demands 
Scheduled Caste people are being attacked.  This growing anti-scheduled caste trend got a boost when 
the Supreme Court gave a judgment diluting the effect of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
(Prevention of Atrocities) Act 1989. This judgment brought about a divide among the people and 
there were clashes when a bandh was called to protest against the judgment.  The vehement protests 
by the Dalits against the judgement forced the government to amend the Act to nullify the effect of the 
judgment.  In this background of chain of events recently, the government introduced 10 percent 
reservations for the economically backward sections. Thus, reservations instead of being an 
instrument to promote equality and equity has now become a political ploy for appeasing one section 

or the other.  In the light of these development, DSS 
felt that it is necessary to enlighten its cadre, 
people in general about the idea of protective 
discrimination and how the framers 
introduced various articles in the constitution 
to promote social justice.  Hence DSS chose to 
conduct  a  conference  on  the  topic ,  
“Reservations: Problems & Prospects”.

Intellectuals from various walks of life, who 
have understanding on the subject were invited 
to give their opinions on the topic. Sri G Shankar, 
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General Secretary, All India SC, ST Welfare Association, 
Sri A V Kiran, General Secretary, All India SC, ST 
Electricity Employees Welfare Association, Prof. A. 
Subrahmanyam, Rtd Dean of Law, Acharya Nagarjuna 
University, Sri Jagannadha Rao, Rtd, Finance Officer, 
ANU, Dr Siddoji Rao, Convener, SC, ST Officers Forum, 
Prof Samuel John and Jhansi Geddam, National 
Convener of DSS spoke on the occassion. The meeting 
commenced with the introduction of the objectives of 
the conference by Sri G. Daniel Prakash, National 
Program Manager of DSS. 

Gist of the Opinions expressed by the Speakers:

l There is lot of confusion about reservations and it is being used primarily for political gains.

l There are no government jobs and the 
governments are implementing reforms in the 
direction of abolishing jobs in all sectors.

l Dominant castes are demanding reservations 
as an expression of their antagonism against 
scheduled castes and tribes.

l Dalits should be aware of the developments 
taking place against them.

l  Ambedkar fought against untouchability.

l Women were treated on par with slaves till recently. They were treated as things and women 
could achieve recognition, dignity and equality only through struggles.

l Reservation policy is not clear even today.  Reservations are not properly implemented in 
Universities.

l Reservations are implemented only for the menial 
jobs but all the high decision making posts are 
filled with dominant castes only.

l Reservations are given for creating vote banks.

l Dr B.R. Ambedkar educated people to live with 
dignity and culture.

l People and youth are getting deviated due to 
TV and Films and forgetting the way of 
understanding issues in Ambedkar's way.

l If we could get separate electorates we could have 
represented independently in the parliament.

l Dr Ambedkar was responsible for the constitution and the democracy that we have now.

l Candidates from reserved constituencies are used by the dominant caste parties as their 
servants.
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Dalit Women and Development

International Women's Day is an occasion to inspire dalit women to struggle for rights and march 
forward.  International women's day is celebrated throughout the world to commemorate the dignity 
and worth of woman.  In the working area of DSS every private and governmental organization 

thcelebrate March 8 , but without a right perspective of the purpose.   Most of them celebrate the day to 
have some fun and as an occasion to play womanly games and conduct competitions in womanly 
chores.   But the idea behind the call of UN to 
commemorate International Women's Day is to 
seriously recapitulate the struggles and 
achievements of Women and to march ahead 
towards complete equality and non-discrimination.   

DSS takes this occasion as an opportunity to educate 
the dalit women about the status of women, the 
history of struggles and the achievements.  DSS 
celebrates this day every year on themes relevant to 
downtrodden and working-class women.  This year, 
“Dalit Women and Development” was selected as 
the theme to inspire the dalit women to claim their 
rightful share in the development process.  In the country, so far, the development process excluded 
dalit and Adivasi women.  Dalit women are now being mainstreamed and inspired to demand their 
share in all resources and as part of this ongoing struggles, DSS thought it fit to educate the dalit 
women about their present status and motivate them to fight against exclusion and discrimination in 
the developmental process. 

th
 The meeting was conducted at Press Club, Vijayawada on 8  March 2019.  DSS Programme manager 
Daniel Prakash presided over the meeting.  Other resource persons that attended the meeting were:  
Sri. Moka Satti Babu, Additional S.P. and Project Director Rajiv Vidya Mission, Prof. A. Subrahmanyam, 
Retired Professor and Dean of Law, Acharya Nagarjuna University, Prof Samuel John, Sri. Rajamani, 
A.P. State Vice-President, DICCI, Dr. Padma, Sri Vijayalakshmi and Sri Jhansi Geddam.  

The gist of Opinions Expressed by the Speakers are as follows:

l Dalit women have self-respect, courage and confidence and they can even protect males at 
times of necessity.

l Unfortunately,  the dalit  women are 
discriminated and excluded from the 
developmental process.  They are denied 
education and medical facilities.

l The dalit girl children are abused and 
sexually exploited in schools.

l Representation of dalit women in 
Parliament is very less.

l Dalit women should be aware of the rights 
provided in the Constitution and fight for 
their implementation.
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independent so that they can claim 
equality.

l Dalit women should be aware of their 
bodily health and take nutritious food.

l It is not correct to say problems of all 
women are same.  It should be noted that 
the dalit women problems are separate 
and they face issues which are not common 
to all women.  Oppression, untouchability, 
domestic violence faced by dalit women is                      
not the same to every woman.

l It is necessary to awaken the dalit men and the 
community in general for the upliftment of 
dalit women.

l Dali women leaders and dalit women should 
be more enlightened to inspire and motivate 
the dalit women in the villages.

l Dalit women should be aware of the budget 
allocations and various schemes meant for 
them and start independent businesses.

Dalit women should grow economically 



Propagation of Dr. B R Ambedkar Ideology

Dalit Sthree Sakthi, Officers Forum and All India SC, ST Employees Association have organised a car 
th

rally on 14  April 2019 covering various areas of Hyderabad city on the eve of 128 birth anniversary of 
Dr B R Ambedkar. The rally was started at 
Panjagutta, Hyderabad where the Ambedkar 

thstatue was demolished on 12  April night. N 
Jyothi, Ambedkarite has waved the flag and 
started the rally. The rally proceeded to Jag 
Jeevan Ram statue at Basheer Bagh and from 
there to Ambedkar statue at Tank Bund. After 
paying floral tributes to Dr B R Ambedkar, 
slogans pertaining to Ambedkar were given. 
The remarkable drum beat by a group of 
youngsters has caught the glimpse of many. The 
rally proceeded on its scheduled route covering 
Liberty, Abids, Koti, Chadarghat, Malakpet, 
Dilshuknagar, Kottapet, LB Nagar, Nagol, Uppal, Tarnaka, Osmania University, Vidyanagar, RTC Cross 
roads and later reached DSS office at Ashok Nagar.            

The vehicles were decorated with flexies containing quotes of Ambedkar and on Gender sensitisation. 
Enroute, the vehicles stopped at all the Ambedkar statues and propagated on Ambedkar Ideology and 
his gender concept. The gatherings were addressed by Jhansi Geddam, Dr N Siddoji Rao, Sri A V Kiran, 
Prof Shobha, Vijaya Laxmi and GDV Prakash. They 
said that India is the biggest democratic country 
and at present undemocratic rule against 
constitution is in force and to overcome this 
situation Ambedkar ideology is the only way. We 
need to build a nation without caste, class, 
religion and gender disparities and save our 
nation from all sorts of terrorism. Therefore, all 
the likeminded forces need to come together 
and fight against the un democratic separatist 
forces. 

The slogans propagated are as follows:

l Follow the constitution not the rulers – to be a true Nationalist

l We are because he was: He is our Identity, Direction and our Future

l Are we civilized enough to treat our women equally?

l Gender disparity and Inequality are the acts of the uncivilized

l Save India from Caste -Religious - Patriarchal Terrorism 
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Equality of Opportunities in Independent India

This year Independence Day was celebrated on the theme of “Equality of Opportunities in 
Independent India” with an idea of educating the Dalits and Dalit women on the present situation of 
discrimination they are facing in accessing jobs and resources.  As part of the celebrations a public 
meeting was held on 15-08-2019 in the Press Club, Vijayawada.  Senior I.A.S. officer, presently 
managing director of S.C. Corporation, Government of A.P., Mr. Gandham Chandrudu participated in 
the meeting as Chief Guest.  Mr. Daniel Prakash, National Programme Manager of DSS presided over 
the meeting.  Main speakers were Ms. Jhansi Geddam, National Convener of DSS, Mr PSN Murthy, IDAS, 
Chairman, Ambedkar Mission, Dr Siddoji Rao, Convener, SC/ST IAS Officers Forum, Mr. AV Kiran, 
General Secretary, National SC, ST Electricity Employees Welfare Association.  District Coordinators of 
DSS, Ms. Hemalatha, Ms. Divya and Ms. Syamala participated.

Gandham Chandrudu spoke about the present situation of Dalits.  He said, that 3 generations passed 
after the achievement of independence, yet there is no equality in accessing economic resources.  He 
explained how the inequality is continuing in all aspects of sex, caste, region and race.  If there is 
chance for accessing economic resources then only one can eradicate this inequality.  The well-
established castes and classes have lot of economic strength and with that strength they are able to 
garner all opportunities while the disadvantaged castes have to depend only on their wisdom to 
access opportunities.  As predicted by Dr Ambedkar, disadvantaged castes have been able to achieve 
equality in terms of voting rights but still lagging behind in terms of social and economic equality.   
Since Dalits are suppressed and disadvantaged it is necessary for the Government to implement 
measures to lead them in the direction of achieving equality.  He noted that there is need to have an 
Equal Opportunity Commission in India.  

Other speakers explained how equality is denied in practice while there is equality in theory, in the 
Constitution and in laws.  Patriarch ideology, caste domination are the main reasons why the 
Constitution and laws are not getting properly implemented.  It is necessary for the women to be more 
conscious and work against the entrenched inequalities. There is need for all women to come on to 
one platform and struggle against inequalities.  There is need to launch struggle for proper 
implementation of laws and equal participation in parliament and legislative assemblies.

Dalit women and leaders of Dalit Women Collectives participated in the meeting in large numbers. 
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Women Collectives: Marching Ahead

For promotion and protection of dalit women rights and for mainstreaming dalit girl children, it is 
necessary to organize and inspire the dalit women themselves to struggle for their rights.  With this 
view DSS formed Women Collectives at the village, mandal and district levels.These women 
collectives have been trained to think, decide and act independently in such a way that there is no 
leader and the led, but all take decisions collectively.  Over the years these women collective members 
have been thoroughly enlightened on gender issues, functioning of government and police 
departments, fact finding of incidents of rights violation, important legal provisions, basic idea of 
constitution, etc.  Trainings helped the women collective members to approach government officials 
on rights issues, sanction of schemes etc  This initiation of DSS have paved way for enormous results 
and they are into self-governance. The women collective leaders identify the issues of individuals and 
community, represent to the concerned authorities and continuously follow up to resolve the issues. 
They also extend a helping hand to the men and supplement their resources. They are equipped with 
the all necessary knowledge and they in turn create awareness to their members at village level. 
The women collectives are unionised at mandal, district and state level:

3 Two representatives from each village women collective (VWC) represent the village in 
mandal women collective (MWC)

3 Two women collective members from each MWC represent in district women collective 
(DWC)

3 Four Women Collective members from each DWC represent in State Women Collective 
(SWC)

The issues identified at village level are escalated up to the respective levels and are addressed to 
ensure that they are solved. Similarly, the necessary information is disseminated downwards through 
the respective levels up to village level.   

The identified issues are represented regularly in Grievance Cell/Spandana and are followed up 
regularly. The women collective leaders meet the district collectors in the Grievance Cell on a need 
basis.   
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Trainings and Reviews

Trainings form an important part of activities of DSS.  Trainings on subjects like gender, rights of Dalits 
under the Constitution and the special enactments are necessary to equip the women collective 
leaders.  In the recent past SC,ST (PoA) Act underwent many amendments.  The amendments were 
intended to plug the loopholes in the Act and make it more stringent.  But the impact of the 
amendments was nullified by a judgment of the Supreme Court which misinterpreted the Act.  There 
was lot of criticism and people's reaction against this erroneous judgment.   In response to the 
people's movement the Act was again amended to specifically annul the interpretation of this 
judgments.  These developments concerning the SC,ST (PoA) Act have to be grasped by the women 
activists.  It is noticed that even the police and other concerned officials are not fully aware of the 
amendments to the SC,ST (PoA) Act.  Trainings to the women activists is necessary to brief all the 
developments.  Since the main objective of DSS is mainstreaming dalit women and girls, monitoring 
human rights and gender issues, trainings are concentrated on the relevant subjects. Trainings are 
customised to the specific context. The following trainings were conducted to meet the requirements:

Team Review Meeting 
th

State level Team review meeting was held at State office, Hyderabad on 4  January 2019. Thorough 
review of the activities taken up, the result achieved and the impact was assessed. The team have 
submitted their reports and briefly explained each of the activities taken up. Later the action plan for 
the coming 2 months was chalked out as follows:

- Details of the families covered in the target area

- Awareness to Women Collectives in 210 villages

- Review meetings of VWC, MWC and DWCs

- Monitoring of AWCs, Schools and Hostels

- Submission of representations on the issues identified in the educational institutions

- Strengthening of youth associations in 50 villages

- Penal and Pecuniary follow up of old cases

- Conference on the eve of Republic day at Press Club, Vijayawada

st th
- Campaign in the villages on Gender equality from 1  to 7  on the eve of International Women's 

day

th- Conference at Vijayawada on 8  March on the eve of International Women's Day

th th
- Annual State conference of AP on 12  February at Vijayawada and of Telangana on 20  

February at Hyderabad

The team were congratulated for their performance in the previous year, they were given feedback 
on the gaps and challenges faced and have been asked to work with more commitment and to be 
cautious in their approach as it is elections time.  

Further review meetings were held on the following dates in which action plans were reviewed 
and activities finalized: 2-05-2019; 18-07-2019; 15-10-2019; 22-10-2019; 12-11-2019.
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Training to Youth & Women Collective Leaders
nd rd

A two-day training for the youth and women collective leaders was organized on 22 & 23  March 
2019 at St Ann's Generalate, Hyderabad. Jhansi Geddam, National Convener and GDV Prakash, 
National Program Manager of DSS were the resource persons. The topics covered in these two days 
are the present scenario of the youth, career opportunities in the globalized world, ways forward, 
personality development, gender sensitization, SC, ST (PoA) Act, SCSP/TSP Act and Women related 
Acts. Training was also given on Fact finding skills and Hierarchy of the concerned departments.    

The points spelled out by the youth and the suggestions given are as follows: 

l Low socio-economic strata are one of the reasons for 
backwardness of our youth.

l Youth are tending more towards the movies and 
cinema actors, lingering in that myth, thus spoiling 
their education and future.

l Youth are the back bone of the nation and they 
should grow and equip themselves with right 
knowledge and in right direction.

l Dalit youth are lacking communication skills and 
knowledge due to the denial of  quality education.

l Methods of learning and balancing the emotions in the life should be imparted to the youth.

l Youth should be optimistic, build good perspective, prioritize the goal and have a firm 
determination to achieve the aspiration. 

l Youth should learn to live a meaningful life, practice good and healthy habits, inculcate stress 
management and strive for achieving the objective. 

l They should be confident, work independently and live a quality life.

l The exclusion and marginalization of girls is pushing them into subordinate position.

l Each and every aspect should be viewed with a gender perspective.

l Develop radical thinking and look for amicable solutions.

l Develop values and skills.

l Acquire a taste for learning throughout life.

l Develop critical thinking.

l Understand sustainability concepts and issues.



On the second day SC/ST PoA Act, SCSP/TSP Act and Women related Acts explained section wise 
through PPT. Rules including Punishments, Compensation and Rehabilitation were also explained. 
Later fact-finding method, the steps to be followed, dos & don'ts during the factfinding, including 
penal and pecuniary follow up of the cases was explained in detailed.   

The youth and women collective members have participated in the training were very enthusiastic 
and very responsive on both the days. 

Training to Women Collectives and Youth Leaders

One day training to women collectives and youth leaders was conducted on 3-07-2019 at Hotel Jaya 
Grand, Guntur.  A total of 40 members (Twenty members from women collectives and twenty youth).  
The participants were trained on the Gender concept, SC,ST (PoA) Act, SCSP/TSP Act and other 
special enactments.  The implications of amendments to SC,ST (PoA) Act was explained to the 
participants.    They were trained about various village issue and the techniques of solving such 
issues.  They were enlightened about how to report human rights violations to the police and human 
rights bodies.  Youth were told to take active part in women collective meetings and village issues.  



Training to Team & Women Collective Leaders
nd

A two-day training for the team and women collective leaders was organized on 2    August 2019 at St 
Ann's Generalate, Hyderabad. Jhansi Geddam, National Convener and GDV Prakash, National 
Program Manager of DSS were the resource persons. The topics covered in the training were:  

l Gender sensitization

l SC, ST (PoA) Act, SCSP/TSP Act

l  Women related Acts

l Political scenario at the state and national level

l Rules including Punishments, Compensation and Rehabilitation 

l Importance of looking at every aspect with a gender perspective 

l The need to develop critical outlook 

l The need to develop values and skills.

Training on Protection and Promotion of Human Rights Defenders

National Dalit Movement for Justice (NDMJ) & Dalit Sthree Sakthi (DSS)combinedly organized a 
rd

Follow up Training on Protection and Promotion of Human Rights Defenders on 3  August at St Ann's 
Generalate, Tarnaka, Hyderabad. Kamal Chand, National Coordinator of NDMJ, GDV Prakash, 
National Program Manager of DSS, Jhansi Geddam, National Convener of DSS were the resource 
persons. DWHRDs from various districts participated as trainees. Various sessions were conducted 
on the following topics:



l

l Understanding about Risks and Analysis of the identified Risks

l Building Forum of Human Rights Defenders in Andhra Pradesh

l What do W/HRDs require to protect their rights

l Network Building

l Sending Urgent Appeals to National and State Human Rights Commissions

Sharing of learnings, implementations and challenges faced by the HRDs after the Training
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Training to youth Leaders on Gender Concepts

thA one-day training to the youth leaders on Gender Concepts was organised on 6  December at 
Hyderabad. National convener Jhansi Geddam and National program manager GDV Prakash 
sensitized the youth on the importance of their role in curtailing the gender disparities, 
discrimination in the family and community. Bringing change in the elders/parents is an uphill task. 
The gender equality practiced by the youth will set a role model for the children to follow the same and 
thus build a gender sensitised society. The impact of the social media, society and other evil practices 
is more on the dalit youth and therefore they need to be very cautious with the mobiles, surroundings 
etc and nurture their behaviour/attitude in an useful way to them, family and society. 

The youth felt it was a new opening for them and have promised to perceive all the issues in gender 
lens. 

National Co-ordinator Sathyacama Jabali during his session gave a small exercise to denote the 
members of their family with symbols. If it was a male they denoted with a circle and it was a female 
they denoted with a square. After the exercise, each member was asked to explain which symbols were 
given to whom. The participants went on to explain that their fathers or brothers were denoted with 
male entity, a circle and their mothers or sisters were denoted with a female entity, a square. After the 
first exercise an interaction with the participants helped to understand that their recognition of 
gender entities was mainly because of the physical / biological interpretation of gender. The youth 
were then asked to completely wipe off the biological interpretation of gender and were asked to re-do 
the exercise. During the second time few participants had denoted their mothers with a male entity, a 
circle. This is mainly because their mothers show authoritative behaviour in the family, or in some 
cases the mothers are working women who have economical independence. The interaction after the 
second exercise opened up a new perspective for the youth to look at gender not only from biological 
aspects but from a lot other perspectives.
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Networking

Networking with other democratic and progressive organizations and mobilizing the support of all 
concerned to the cause of dalit women is valuable.  DSS has always organized and participated in the 
activities of compatible organizations and individuals in furthering the cause of dalit women.  With 
this perspective, DSS always involved various organizations and individuals in the work of DSS.  
Experts in various subjects have been invited to enlighten dalit women on various occasions.  
Sensitizing the public at large and dalit women in particular can best be done if individuals and 
organizations work collectively.  This year also DSS had taken up, participated and involved various 
persons and individuals as a network to highlight certain issues in tune with the objectives of DSS.  A 
few of them are detailed below.

Justice Punnaiah Memorial meeting

Justice Punnaiah, Retired High Court Judge and first Chairperson of State Scheduled 
rd

CasteCommission, passed away on 1/12/2018.  A Memorial meeting in his honour was held on 3  
January 2019 at 5.30pm in Potti Sri Ramulu Telugu University, NTR Auditorium Nampally, Hyderabad. 
Scheduled Castes Welfare Organizations organized this memorial meeting. The conference was 
presided by Sri Kaki Madhava Rao, IAS, former chief secretary of united Andhra Pradesh, the chief 
guest was Justice K Ramaswamy and other dignitaries on the dais were Justice G Chandraiah, Sri K 
Ramulu, Member, NCSC, Sri B Vijaya Bharathi, Prof E Sudha Rani, Adv. P Vinod Kumar, Adv. G Jaya 
Prakash Babu, Sri Jhansi Geddam National Convener-DSS, Dr N. Siddoji Rao Convener-Officers Forum 
and other eminent personalities have addressed the gathering. All the dignitaries applauded Sri 
Punnaiah's commitment and the work he had done for the welfare of the scheduled castes. He services 
as  Judge of AP High Court, MLA and chairperson of SC, ST Commission was recollected and applauded.  
Services of  Justice Punnaiah as One Man Commission for abolition of caste discrimination and 
atrocities on SC, STs was specially appreciated as remarkable.  It was mentioned by the speakers that 
Justice Punnaiah, made 42 recommendations for abolition of untouchability practices. In this meeting 
family members of Justice Punnaiah attended and spoke about his memorable works.Jhansi Geddam 
gave the vote of thanks along with the concluding remarks.

Dharna, Press meet and Public Meeting on Marampally Case 

Dharna (7/1/2019):Dalit Sthree Sakthi and Officers Forum conducted a thorough fact finding on the 
th

Social Boycott of Dalits in Marampally, Nizamabad District on 5  January 2019 and it was found out 
th

that  social boycott was in force since 24  December 
2018. The member of National SC Commission visited 

ththe village on 6  January 2019 and he was gheraoed 
for about 3 hours by the non-dalit groups in the 
presence of police. In protest to this incident all the 
dalit organizations held a dharna at Ambedkar Statue, 

thTank Bund, Hyderabad on 7  January followed by a 
meeting at Dilkush Guest House, Hyderabad.  25 dalit 
organizations have attended the meeting and formed 
as a JAC for further action on both the incidents. 

thPress meet (8/1/2019): A Press Meet was held on 8  January 2019 at Press Club, Somajiguda, 
Hyderabad.  The demands put forth by the JAC  were as given below:
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- The bail given to the accused should be 
cancelled as they were granted bail against law 
by the Magistrate on the same day when they 
were produced for remand.

- To register an atrocity case against the persons 
who criminally obstructed the member of NCSC.  
Cases should be filed against the officials 
present there, for their inaction.

- To provide protection for the Mala community 
and give them immediate relief

- To abolish all the VDCs which are unconstitutional bodies.

- The government has to take up the construction of the community hall. 

- The State SC Commission should respond on this incident.     

th
Public Meeting (17/1/2019):The JAC has organized a public meeting on 17  January 2019 at 
Parvana Hall, Abids, Hyderabad. The dignitaries on the dais were Sri K Ramulu, Member NCSC, Sri G 
Shankar, Advisor, SC welfare association, Sri Jhansi Geddam, National Convener of DSS and 
representatives of various organizations.   Addressing the gathering Jhansi Geddam has pinpointed 
the violations in the incident and the inaction of both the police and revenue departments. She 
condemned that the accused were to be presented before 
the Special Court, whereas the police colluded with the 
culprits and presented them before the local magistrate 
and ensured that they were given bail immediately. She 
said that after a long campaign by 500 organizations 
across the country the amendments have come into 
force and it is absurd that both the police and the 
revenue departments are wilfully violating the Act and 
as such, the police, revenue and the judiciary are 
punishable U/s. 4 of SC/ST PoA Act.   

Ramabai Jayanthi Celebrations

Ambedkar Statue Protection Committee has organized Ramabai Ambedkar Jayanthi Celebrationson 
th

7  February 2019 at Ambedkar Statue, Tank bund, Hyderabad. The meeting was presided by G. Vinod, 
the chairman of Ambedkar Statue Protection Committee.  Other dignitaries on the dais were Sri Jhansi 
Geddam, National Convener of DSS, Sri Charulatha, 
Scientist in Department of Atomic Energy, Vishnu 
Murthy DSP. Sri Vinod explained about the need of 
putting up the statue of Ramabai in the same premises 
and Sri Charulatha detailed about the life story of 
Ramabai. Sri Jhansi Geddam said about the sacrifices of 
Ramabai for the dalit community and the struggle she 
faced for sending financial assistance to Dr B R 
Ambedkar for continuing his studies. She had to 
sacrifice her life and even their children died due to 
malnutrition only to strengthen the hands of Ambedkar 
for the sake of the community.    
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APSEB Meeting

Andhra Pradesh State Electricity Board SC & ST 
Employees Welfare Association have organised their 

th
Annual General Body Meeting on 12  February 2019 at 
Vijayawada. The dignitaries on the dais were Sri AV 
Kiran, All India General Secretary, Siva Prasad –The 
State President, Dr Siddoji Rao, Convener, Officers 
Forum, Jhansi Geddam, National Convener, Dalit Sthree 
Sakthi and others. Addressing the gathering Jhansi 
Geddam said that there is a need to strengthen the 
association with in the state and similarly expand to 
other states to fortifyat national level for safeguarding 

the rights of the members and to spread Ambedkar 
ideology among the members and inspire them towards the concept of  pay back to society. She also 
stressed on the need for increasing the number of women and to perceive every aspect in gender lens.   

Candle Light Protest on Terrorist Attack

Dalit Sthree Sakthi and Officers Forum along with other likeminded organisations and 
individualsorganized Candle Light Protest against Terrorist Attack on the army at Pulwama. All the 

participants paid homage to the martyrs and have 
strongly condemned the terrorist attack. Slogans were 
given in support to the Indian Army and solidarity. Dr 
Siddoji Rao, GDV Prakash and Jhansi Geddam 
addressing the media have condemned the role of 
Pakistan in promoting terrorism against India and have 
strongly said that they should stop their terrorist 
activities which are not good even for them. They also 
said that the Government of India has kept many issues 
of the armed forces pending for long time and it is 
miserable that due to the irresponsible behaviour of 

the government even the payment of compensation to 
the martyrs is still pending in Supreme court. Therefore, they requested the central government to 
treat the issues of the armed forces with top priority as they are sacrificing their lives for Nation. 

Experiences of Caste Discrimination by Dalit Law Students & Dalit Advocates

A team from Manchester Metropolitan University of UK 
comprising of Dr Annapurna Waughray, Prof Stephen 
Whittle and Dr Gayatri Nambiar Greenwood have 
conducted a pilot study on the experiences of caste 
discrimination by dalit law students and advocates 
during legal education, training and practice. DSS 
organised this focussed group discussions at their 

th
state office, Hyderabad on 18  March 2019. Practicing 
advocates and law students have participated in the 
discussions and have shared their experiences of 
discrimination as students, as junior advocates, while 
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practicing and similarly in the appointment of various judicial posts.  Various forms of discrimination 
have come into light.      

Justice K Ramaswamy Memorial meeting

Justice K Ramaswamypassed away on 6/3/2019 in Hyderabad.   A memorial meeting was organized 
rdby SC Welfare Associations on 23  March 2019 in Indira Priyadarshini Auditorium, Public Gardens, 

Nampally, Hyderabad. The meeting was presided by Sri Kaki Madhava Rao, IAS, former chief secretary 
of united Andhra Pradesh, and the dignitaries on the dais were Justice Sudarshan Reddy, Justice K C 
Banu, JusticeG Chandraiah, Murali IAS, Sri Sundar Kumar Das, IPS, Sri K Ramulu, Member, NCSC, Sri B 
Vijaya Bharathi, Prof E Sudha Rani, Adv. G Jaya Prakash Babu, Sri Jhansi Geddam National Convener-
DSS, Dr N. Siddoji Rao Convener-Officers Forum and other eminent personalities like judges, IAS and 
IPS officers have addressed the gathering. All the dignitaries applauded Sri K Ramaswamy's work for 
the community and his remarkable judgements such as in the case of tribal land rights. His services 
through NHRC were also applauded. 

Run for Caste free India
thRun for Caste Free Society was organised for the 8  consecutive year by Prabuddha Bharat and Dalit 

Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (DICCI) on 
14 April 2019 from 6am to 8am on the eve of 128 birth 
anniversary celebrations of Dr B.R Ambedkar at 
Peoples Plaza, Neckless Road, Hyderabad.  The public 
meeting was presided over by Sri Nalla Babu from 
DICCI and chief guest was Sri B Subash Reddy MLA of 
Uppal and the other dignitaries on the dais were Jhansi 
Geddam National Convener of DSS, Vishnu Murthy 
DSP, Vanajakshi, Suresh Naik, Puttapaka Srinivas, 
Paramesh and other team members of DICCI and 
Prabuddha Bharat. All the dignitaries have applauded 
for organizing this programme continuously every 
year and have felt that there is every need to build a 
caste free society.   There is need for all to take forward 
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this movement. All have pledged to build a caste free society.   Later the run was flagged off by the chief 
guest and youth have participated in hundred senthusiastically and ran until Ambedkar statue, Tank 
Bund.  

Women in the Forefront
thDICCI Telangana Chapter in commemoration of their 14  Foundation day have organised Women in 

th
the Forefront to promote entrepreneurship among SC/ ST women on 20  April 2019 at Park Hotel, 
Hyderabad. After the inaugural session “Aspirations Vs Opportunities” session was organised and the 
panel members were Hari Chandana IAS, Raj Kumar Addl. Director Industries Department, Kantha 

Rao Manager NSIC, Malavika from Global Linker and 
Jhansi Geddam from DSS. 

Jhansi Geddam addressed the gathering of young 
entrepreneurs through her experience of setting up an 
organisation and running it for 15 years. A women 
entrepreneur needs to be committed before the very 
thought of setting upa business. Despite of the hurdles 
in the entrepreneurship a woman has to deal with the 
patriarchy in the society. She is answerable to her 
family, society and her co-workers whethershe 
succeeds or fails in her mission. A woman has to fight 

two battles while struggling to be an entrepreneur. 
Aspiring to be an entrepreneur and becoming one are on the two different ends of the bridge. And the 
right opportunity and utilising it in the right course is the bridge that she has to lay for herself. 
Dreaming to be a job-giver rather than a job-doer isn't as simple as it seems and achieving this dream 
takes a major toll on a woman's life. DICCI has enabled this process easier for dalit women 
entrepreneurs who are committed and ready to achieve heights.

PS Krishnan Memorial Meeting

Andhra Pradesh Scheduled Caste Co-operative Finance Corporation (APSCCFC) along with Social 
Welfare Department of Andhra Pradesh organised a memorial meeting to remember the deeds of late 

th
Shri P S Krishnan, IAS on 28  Nov 2019 at Ambedkar Bhavan, Vijayawada. The meeting was presided 
by Sri Gandham Chandrudu, IAS, MD, APSCCFC and the dignitaries were K Ramachandra Murthy, K 
Praveen Kumar, IAS, P V Sunil Kumar, IPS, K Sunitha, IAS, SDJM Prasad, Korivi Vinay Kumar,  Dr Siddoji 
Rao, Jhansi Geddam and others. 

All the speakers have praised the commitment of Sri P S 
Krishnan towards the upliftment of dalit community. 
Jhansi Geddam, in her speech recollected his efforts for 
the eradication of caste system and they were to be 
keenly observed by the present-day youth. A person's 
identity is remembered by his deeds to the community 
and people. Sri P S Krishnan's commendable work is 
exemplary for all the social workers. He stood as an 
example of how an IAS officer should live and be 
instrumental in implementing the constitution.  He 
also fulfilled his duty by addressing the problems of all 

poorer sections. 
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Condemning the attack on writers

Feminist, Human rights and progressive women organisations conducted a meeting to condemn the 
attack on Prof Vinodini, Vemana University for her writings.   She published a book on Sri. Potuluri 
Veerabrahmendra Swamy in which she described Sri. 
Potuluri Veerabrahmendra Swamy as belonging to Sudra 
caste.  This was disputed by Viswabrahmin caste 
associations and they issued threatening statements and 
calls to Prof. Vinodini.  The meeting was to condemn the 
threats issued to the writer.  Jhansi Geddam participated 
in the meeting and spoke that;it is undemocratic to 
threaten a writer for expressing her views based on her 
research.  She said, one may express a different view and 
may cite their own sources to authenticate their view or 
criticise the author's views, but to threaten to attack the 
writer is undemocratic and must be seen as an attack on freedom of expression.

Officers Get-Together
th

SC/ST officers annual meet 2019 took place on 6  March 
2019 at Hotel Ilapuram, Vijayawada. Sri Kaki Madhava 
Rao IAS, K Praveen Kumar IAS, Srikanth, IPS, Rajakumari 
IPS, PSN Murthy IDAS, A Murali IAS, Bharath Bhushan, 
Kiran, APTRANSCO and many officers have participated 
in the meeting. Jhansi Geddam, National Convenor of DSS 
and GDV Prakash National Program Manager also 
participated in the meeting. Sri Kaki Madhava Rao 
during his speech conveyed that Officers Forum in 
Andhra Pradesh should be strengthened and should 
follow Ambedkar's ideology of payback to the society. 

National Convention on SC/ST (PoA) Act
rdAIDRF and NDMJ combinedly organised a conference on SC, ST (PoA) Act on 3  Nov 2019 at 

Vijayawada. Ananda Rao, National Convenor AIDRF presided over the meeting and the dignitaries on 
the dias were Justice K Balakrishnan, Retd Supreme Court JudgeThirumavalavan, VCK Party Founder, 
K Praveen Kumar IAS, Gandham Chandrudu IAS, PSN 
Murthy IDAS, Jhansi Geddam, National Convener of DSS 
and other eminent personalities.  This meeting assumed 
significance with the presence of family members of 
those who sacrificed their lives in the struggle against the 
Supreme Court decision diluting the SC,ST (PoA) Act.  
These family members of the deceased were felicitated.

Jhansi Geddam, spoke in the meeting.  In her speech she 
narrated how the Act came into force in response to the 
dalit struggle against Karamchedu massacre and how the 
Rules came into force as response to the Tsundur massacre.  
Further she traced the joint struggles of dalit organizations in achieving important amendments to 
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the Act.  She pointed out that it was always struggles that paved way for the enactment and further 
developments, hence called for united struggles for further strengthening of rights.

Interactive session with British High Commission Team

Political Economy Advisor at the British Deputy High Commission, 
Hyderabad interacted with Jhansi, National Convener and GDV Prakash, Program Manager of Dalit 
Sthree Sakthi at DSS office, Hyderabad on 20/6/2019. DSS team explained and presented PPT about 
DSS work for the past 13 years.  DSS presented to them about the atrocities committed on dalit 
women, the way DSS addresses these human rights violations and how the victims are rendered 
justice.  The team appreciated the fact that DSS was able to address more than 2000 instances of 
atrocities and conduct so many numbers of Public Hearings and Round Table Conferences.  They 
appreciated that DSS was able to work in coordination with government and various officials were 
attending the events of DSS.

Interactive Meeting with Ministers and MLAs 

Dr B.R. Ambedkar Memorial Lecture

Ambedkar Memorial Trust, Hyderabad conducts annual memorial lectures on various topics.  This 
thyear the Trust organized 34 Dr B.R. Ambedkar Memorial 

thLecture  on 6  December 2019.  The  programme  was 
conducted at Potti Sriramulu Telugu University, 
Nampally on the topic “Dr.B.R. Ambedkar : 
Constitutional Morality”.    Sri. K. Srinivas, Chief Editor, 
Andhra Jyothi daily, delivered the memorial lecture.  
The programme was presided over by Sri. Lingaiah, 
while Justice Chandraiah, Dr. Madhava Rao were the 
other dignitaries on the dais.  Jhansi Geddam was 
invited to propose vote of thanks.  DSS cadre, women 
collective members and youth leaders from various 
districts attended this lecture in large numbers.

Sophie Ross, Deputy Head of Political and Bilateral Affairs at the British High Commission, New Delhi 
and Nalini Raghuraman, 

New government was formed in the state of Andhra Pradesh after elections in April 2019.  YSR 
Congress Party led by Sri. Jaganmohan Reddy won a landslide victory in the elections and formed the 

government.    The SC, ST Officers Forum arranged an 
interactive meeting with the dalit ministers, MLAs and 
officers of the new government on 23-07-2019 at hotel 
Ilapuram, Vijayawada.  This meeting was attended by 
Home Minister, Social Welfare Minister, Women & Child 
Welfare Minister, and all dalit IAS/IPS officers of the 
Government.  Sri. Kaki Madhava Rao presided over the 
meeting.  Jhansi Geddam spoke at the meeting.  She 
appealed to the dalit ministers and officers to do 
maximum help to the dalit and poorer sections of the 
population during the tenure of the Government.  She 

reminded that during the last government not much was 
done to the dalit sections and appealed to the present government to rectify the omissions and wrong 
doings of the past.
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